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Abstract
Coreference Resolution is an important step in many NLP tasks and has been a popular topic
within the research community for many years.
In this work, we propose a system for Coreference Resolution based on a joint-inference architecture that combines the results of an anaphoricity classifier with global coreference clustering. Using Markov Logic Networks as our inference framework, we are able to exploit pairwise
features in a global setting and to perform Coreference Resolution from an entity-based perspective without sacrificing performance issues.
After an overview of previous work on Coreference Resolution, we first describe the base
system that performs Coreference Resolution of given mentions from the gold standard. Then,
we propose modifications and extensions to the architecture to account for system mentions
and further improve the base system. We evaluate our system on the official test set of the
CoNLL Shared Task 2012 using SIEVE for mention detection. Our system yields 49.57% CoNLL
score on the official test set.
We perform multiple experiments to assess strengths and weaknesses of individual aspects of
the system. Based on a detailed error analysis, we propose potential improvements for future
work.

Abstract
Koreferenzresolution ist ein wichtiger Aspekt der natürlichen Sprachverarbeitung und ein aktuelles Forschungsthema.
In dieser Arbeit stellen wir ein System zur Koreferenzresolution vor, das mittels einer JointInference-Architektur die Ergebnisse eines Anaphorizitäts-Classifiers mit globalem Koferenzclusterings kombiniert. Durch die Verwendung von Markov Logic Networks als Inferenzframework können wir paarweise Features in einem globalen Ansatz anwenden und somit
Entity-basierte Koreferenzresolution ohne Performanzprobleme betreiben.
Nach einem Überblick über Ansätze zur Koreferenzresolution beschreiben wir zunächst das
Basissystem, das Mentions aus dem Goldstandard resolviert. Anschließend werden Modifikationen und Erweiterungen der Architektur eingeführt, um System-Mentions behandeln zu
können und das Basissystem zu verbessern.
Wir evaluieren unser System auf dem offiziellen Testset des CoNLL Shared Task 2012 und
verwenden SIEVE zur Mentionerkennung. Unser System erreicht einen CoNLL-Score von
49.57%.
Wir führen mehrere Experimente durch, um Stärken und Schwächen einzelner Aspekte des
Systems zu ermitteln. Basierend auf einer detaillierten Fehleranalyse schlagen wir potentielle
Erweiterungen für weiterführende Arbeit in Zukunft vor.
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1. Introduction
Coreference Resolution (CR) is an important step of discourse processing and automatic text
understanding. CR aims at identifying mentions of discourse entities in a text and clustering
them correctly. Put differently, the goal is to find all expressions in a text that refer to the
same entity. Numerous ways to refer to previously mentioned entities in a text make CR a
challenging task for Natural Language Processing as it involves many layers of linguistic and
semantic information.
Nevertheless, Coreference Resolution is fundamental for determining protagonists in natural
texts and interactions – as well as connections – between them as it facilitates text coherence.
As coreference is the main building block for text coherence, CR makes it possible to learn
something about the discourse coherence structure in a text.
CR is a popular research topic and, as in many other NLP tasks, the proposed methods have
made a shift: from heuristic approaches that cover a limited set of coreference aspects based
on syntactic or other heuristic properties to machine learning based systems in more recent
years, facilitated by multiple competitions, Shared Tasks and the availability of large-scale
annotated data.
As coreference is an inherently global phenomenon that involves many different annotation
layers, joint-inference approaches and global models have become more and more popular
within the research community in recent years. But still today, CR remains challenging and
there are many cases, domains and languages, for which CR is not solved.
In this work, we are going to present, evaluate and analyze an end-to-end Coreference Resolution system that uses joint-inference to solve the problem globally. We use anaphoricity
information to establish discourse entities in a text and try to cluster them in a global bestfirst clustering mechanism using a rich feature set. To solve this problem efficiently, we use
Markov Logic Networks as our Inference Framework.
This work is based on previous work: in my Bachelor’s Thesis (Bögel, 2011), I presented a system that employs anaphoricity and a basic coreference feature set used in an entity-clustering
model in a pipeline setting, where the output of an anaphoricity classifier was directly fed to
a coreference classifier. To overcome the degradation due to pipeline issues with this architecture, we switched to a joint-inference approach that uses Markov Logic Networks to combine
the results of an anaphoricity classifier with coreference features. The improved system was
developed in the course of a research seminar (Forschungsmodul) at Heidelberg University
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and a description of the system is published in Bögel & Frank (2013).
In this work, we build on and greatly extend the previous system in multiple ways: we switch
the underlying framework that performs weight learning for markov networks and inference
in order to allow for a larger number of training documents. Besides, we greatly improve and
extend our feature set, as well as methods of feature selection and engineering. As our previous
system only accounted for mentions from the gold standard (henceforth “gold mentions”), we
adapt the architecture to allow resolving system mentions that we obtain from SIEVE (Lee
et al. , 2011). For gold mentions, we use the previous architecture that is described in Section 3.
Finally, a detailed error analysis about important aspects of our general architecture and the
weaknesses of the system are presented as a basis for future experiments and improvements.
This work is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the problem of Coreference Resolution
and presents previous attempts to solve CR and related work that also uses key technologies
employed in our architecture, such as anaphoricity and joint-inference. This is followed by
a description of our base system in Section 3, which is an adapted version of the system
description in Bögel & Frank (2013). Section 4 presents the improvements of the base system,
before the system and feature set is optimized on the development set in Section 5. In a last
step (Section 6), we evaluate the best setting with multiple variations on the development
set and perform error analysis to determine the effects of anaphoricity and system mentions.
Section 7 summarizes our findings and concludes the work with an outlook to future work.

2

2. Problem Description and Related Work
2.1. Approaches to Coreference Resolution
A broad overview of approaches to CR can be found in Ng (2010). I will briefly present a
general outline of the research directions in order to show weaknesses of previous approaches
as a motivation for our own and similar methods.
2.1.1. Classic Approaches
Syntactic approach. Before the popularity of machine learning based CR systems, the
problem of finding the antecedent for an anaphora has been tackled from a heuristic perspective. Hobbs (1978) proposes a noteworthy and well-known solution that resolves pronoun
coreference based on the syntactic parse tree of sentences by traversing the tree starting from
the anaphora in a left-to-right breadth-first manner within the same sentence and previous
sentences. The algorithm encompasses basic binding constraints (e.g. “a personal pronoun
cannot be coreferent with an antecedent that c-commands it”) and checks for gender and
number agreement. However, it is restricted to 3rd person personal pronouns and cannot represent all phenomena of pronoun coreference. Nevertheless, Hobbs distance is still used as a
feature today due to the robustness of its underlying heuristics.
Salience heuristics. Lappin & Leass (1994) model the concept of salience to resolve third
person pronouns with their system RAP. Besides filtering pleonastic pronouns, they introduce
salience factors that indicate that a mention is likely to be coreferent with an antecedent and
are useful for Coreference Resolution in general. A weight is attached to each salience factor
depending on its importance with respect to coreference. The system processes the text strictly
from left to right (which makes it an incremental system) and tries to find the appropriate
antecedent for each pronoun by accumulating all weights for a list of potential antecedents
and choosing the antecedent yielding the highest overall weight.
The highest weight is given to antecedents within the same sentences, reflecting the concept
of recency that plays an important role for the resolution of pronouns, as most pronouns are
bound closely. If a sentence boundary is crossed, the weight for each salience factor is cut in
half. In addition, Lappin & Leass introduce the notion of emphasis based on grammatical functions and develop a hierarchy of grammatical roles (where the highest weight is, for instance,
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assigned to potential antecedents in subject position) that reflects different levels of emphasis
(Lappin & Leass, 1994: pp. 539ff.). Lappin & Leass weigh factors manually but they can easily
be incorporated into machine learning architectures.
While their system yields 86% accuracy, this number is not a good general performance indicator as it is obtained on texts from a very special domain (technical manuals) and their system
covers pronoun coreference only (Lappin & Leass, 1994: pp. 548ff.). Most of the salience
factors, however, are successfully used in modern systems as valuable evidence for pronouns.
As this short overview of classic unsupervised approaches based on the syntactic structure
and basic salience measures shows, early systems mainly focused on pronoun resolution and
applied heuristics yielding relatively high Precision for special cases at the cost of overall
Recall. Despite the limited scope and the fact that most of the CR systems are supervised
nowadays, many of these heuristics are relevant to this day. In fact, the winner system of
the CoNLL 2011 Shared Task, SIEVE (Lee et al. , 2011), uses high-precision rules to solve the
problem of CR and incorporates insights from Hobbs (1978) in its architecture (Lee et al. , 2011:
p. 3).
2.1.2. Pairwise Machine Learning Approaches
With the emergence of machine learning based methods, coreference resolution, too, shifted
from heuristic approaches to machine learning architectures. This was supported by the availability of corpora and competitions, such as MUC-6 and MUC-7 (Chinchor & Sundheim, 2003;
Chinchor, 2001).
For a long time, pairwise systems dominated the research direction of Coreference Resolution.
Soon et al. (2001) present one of the most popular architectures commonly used by many
following approaches. In a pairwise setting, each pair of mentions in a text is presented to a
classifier that decides whether the pair of mentions is coreferent or not. I will use the system
described in Soon et al. (2001) as an example to explain aspects of a mention-pair model,
although there have been many alternative implementations and improvements over the years
(Ng, 2010: pp. 1397 ff.).
Machine learning setup.

To determine whether two mentions are coreferent or not, Soon

et al. (2001) extract 12 features for each mention pair, comprising, among others, sentence
distance, string similarity, agreement features and syntactic constructions, such as apposition.
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Figure 1: Example to demonstrate transitivity issues in a pairwise setting. The president could
refer to either Barack Obama or Xi Jinping.

The resulting feature vector is given to a classifier (Soon et al. (2001) use C5, a variant of the
classic C4.5 decision tree) that predicts whether both mentions are coreferent. The system
proceeds from left to right and pairs a mention m j with all preceding mentions mi in the text
as potential antecedents.
Overall, this leads to |M | ⇥ |M | pairwise comparisons between mostly non-coreferent mention-

pairs. To overcome the issue of a skewed data set (many negative, non-coreferent instances
vs. few positive instances) during training that hinders correctly recognizing coreferent items,
several strategies have been applied. Soon et al. (2001) use the closest antecedent of a mention
as a positive instance and all mentions between the antecedent and the anaphora as negative
training instances. There are modifications to the selection of positive instances (Ng, 2010: p.
1398).
Soon et al. (2001) evaluate their system on the MUC-6 and MUC-7 data sets (cf. Section 2.2)
and obtain MUC-F1 scores of 62.6% and 60.4%, respectively.
Limitation: transitivity.

One issue that arises in a purely pairwise setting is the fulfillment

of transitivity across multiple local coreference decisions. Consider the example in Figure 1. In
a pairwise system that resolves mentions from left to right, Barack Obama could be classified
as the antecedent of the president. If in a subsequent classification the antecedent for Xi Jinping
is searched, the president could be assigned to the same cluster because the pair [the president
– Xi Jinping] is reasonable from the standpoint of a local classification decision.
In this case, however, both locally coherent decisions would lead to an inconsistent entity
cluster containing the mentions Barack Obama – the president – Xi Jinping. While this can be
counterbalanced during a subsequent clustering step (described below), it might lead to errors
typical for pipeline settings. If the system deciding whether two mentions are coreferent or
not had known about violated transitivity, it might have proposed an alternative solution.
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Clustering.

After all local, pairwise classifications have been performed, a clustering step is

employed to decide which mentions are actually clustered to the same entity. Two methods
are commonly used: closest-first and best-first clustering. In the former case, if a mention is the
closest mention that is classified as coreferent with an anaphora, it is chosen as the antecedent.
Best-first clustering assigns a mention as an antecedent to an anaphora that yields the highest
classification probability (i.e. classifier confidence). Both methods are Recall-oriented and
restricted to local decisions, as they choose the single best or closest mention (Ng, 2010: pp.
1398 f.).
Mention- vs. entity-based. In addition to the pairwise scenario described above, where
two mentions are compared with each other, there are also approaches to model entities from
the beginning, mostly to ensure consistent entities during the complete resolution process and
circumvent issues of transitivity by comparing a mention to an abstract representation of the
entity based on all mentions in it. In a global, entity-based scenario, each mention is compared
to the entire entity and all potential local decisions are checked for inconsistency from a global
perspective. This eliminates the problem of unfulfilled transitivity (cf. Section 2.1.2).
This, however, raises the issue of suitable entity-based features and of measuring similarities
between entity clusters and single mentions (cf. Bögel, 2011). In a system with a limited applicability, attributes that should be unified can be defined manually (Wick et al. , 2009).
In order to illustrate possible implementations of entity-based systems, we are going to present
two systems as an example that use logical quantifiers and prototypes for representing entities.
Logical quantifiers.

One possibility to model entities as a collection of mentions is to em-

ploy standard pairwise features and logical quantifiers over all mentions in an entity (Culotta
& Wick, 2007). Rahman & Ng (2011), for instance, create four binary-valued features: none, if a
feature value is false between a mention m k that is classified and each mention in the entity
e j it is compared to. most-false, if the feature value is true for less than half of the mentions in
c j , most true, if it is true for more than half of the mentions in c j and, finally, all, if the feature
value is true for all mentions in the entity.
Prototypes. Instead of accumulating pairwise information for all mentions in an entity,
Klenner & Tuggener (2011) compare a mention to a virtual prototype as a representative of
an entity in an incremental setting (Klenner & Tuggener, 2011: p. 82). This prototype sub-
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sumes all information about the entity based on all mentions within the entity. Unfortunately,
the exact feature set for a prototype is not specified. The authors only mention gender, number and animacy as an example for the entity Hilary Clinton. In addition, they do not specify
how errors during the extraction of these information are handled despite the fact that this
could lead to inconsistencies within an entity (Klenner & Tuggener, 2011: p. 82). It is doubtful
whether the proposed method could be applied to more complex features and how distances
could successfully be represented with the notion of a virtual prototype. As Ng (2010) points
out, the purely entity-level approach “has not yielded particularly encouraging results” (Ng,
2010: p. 1400). In addition, creating all potential entity clusterings in a document is computationally prohibitive, making it hard to compare a mention to all potential entities within a
text. It should be noted, however, that Rahman & Ng (2011) circumvent these issues with their
incremental cluster-ranking approach.
Overall, it can be stated that while an entity-based approach is desirable from the perspective
of discourse modeling, overcoming computational complexity and defining robust and sound
representations for entities is challenging.
2.1.3. Ranking and Graph-Based Approaches
While entity-based approach overcomes the problem of transitivity, they are nevertheless local
with respect to the classification process: they always classify a single pair of mentions (or an
entity-mention pair). A global model, in contrast, takes into account multiple or, ideally, all
potential candidates at the same time. Two main architectures for realizing a global model are
ranking and graph-based models.
Ranking models.

Instead of using single pairwise decisions, a ranking model ranks all pos-

sible candidates for coreferent mentions simultaneously (Rahman & Ng, 2011: pp.. 474 f.).
Thus, the classifier learns to distinguish relatively between a set of potential candidates instead of making a binary decision without any knowledge about competing alternatives.
To train a ranking model, a mention is paired with both the true antecedent and a set of
wrong antecedents (negative training instances). The correct antecedent is labeled with the
highest rank, wrong antecedents with a low rank. Thus, a relative ranking instead of a binary
classification (as in the pairwise mention model) is learned. During testing, all potential
antecedents for a mention are presented to the ranker. Therefore, mentions are compared to
all possible previous mentions simultaneously, instead of relying on pairwise classifications
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with a subsequent clustering step.
Denis & Baldridge (2008) employ a ranking approach in a mention-pair setting. All (noncoreferent) mentions within a window of two sentences around a candidate are used for the
generation of negative training instances. As a ranking model always suggests an antecedent,
an anaphoricity classifier (see Section 3.2.2) is used to filter out non-anaphoric mentions. Denis
& Baldridge (2008) compare a version of their system that uses standard binary classifications
with their ranking approach and show that the ranking approach substantially outperforms
the local approach on the ACE data set across different metrics (Denis & Baldridge, 2008: p. 8).
A model that combines desirable properties of entity-based CR and ranking architectures is
presented in Rahman & Ng (2011). They propose a cluster-ranking method that ranks mentions according to a set of previously introduced entities. In order to achieve an entity-based
perspective, they incorporate anaphoricity determination into their model by allowing each
mention to either be attached to a previous cluster or, alternatively, instantiate a new entity
(Rahman & Ng, 2011: p. 486). To learn whether a new entity should be created, the highest
rank is given to this option during the training process. Evaluation on the ACE 2 5 data
set, performed as 5-fold cross validation on the training set, reveals amongst others that the
ranking model outperforms a binary classification architecture, if anaphoricity determination
is performed in a joint architecture (Rahman & Ng, 2011: p. 494).
Graph-based systems.

Representing coreference in a document as a graph structure yields

an inherently global approach. Thus, graph-based systems are used to tackle CR from a global,
entity-based perspective. We will focus on the system by Martschat et al. (2012), the runnerup system for English in the CoNLL 2012 Shared Task, although there are others following a
conceptually similar architecture (e.g. Nicolae & Nicolae (2006)). Martschat et al. (2012) propose a directed multigraph1 model, where the nodes correspond to mentions and the edges to
features (or relations) between mentions. This renders the problem as a graph clustering problem, where clusters of mentions correspond to entities. The weights for features in the graph
are determined by computing the number of pairs that are coreferent and for which a feature
holds divided by the number of all pairs for which the feature holds (Martschat et al. , 2012:
p. 101). Negative coreference indicators prohibit the creation of edges between two mentions.
For each positive coreference feature, a new edge is created. They use classic coreference
features (string match, head match, agreement features, distances etc.), as well as features tai1A

multigraph allows multiple edges between nodes.
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lored specifically to the data set, such as the feature P_Speaker12Prn that is described as “If the
speaker of the second person pronoun is talking to the speaker of the first person pronoun.
The mentions contain only first or second person pronouns.”2 (Martschat et al. , 2012: p. 103)
The authors perform greedy graph clustering by assigning an anaphora to the potential antecedent that yields the highest sum of all edge weights (Martschat et al. , 2012: p. 102). Their
system yields the second best performance for system mentions on the English data set of the
CoNLL 2012 Shared Task (overall CoNLL score of 61.31%), with a surprisingly low F1 score of
46.60% for CEAF E despite their entity-based architecture (Martschat et al. , 2012: p. 104).
As the previous section showed, global, entity-based systems are favorable because they automatically alleviate the problem of ensuring transitivity. It is, however, challenging to represent entities robustly and efficiently. In addition, the results of ranking-based and other global
models reveal that a global system should be preferred to a local systems.
Our system fulfills both desirable properties: while it is based on pairwise features which
avoids the explosion of computational complexity and helps with the definition of features,
we achieve an entity-based perspective by comparing a mention to all other mentions in a
discourse entity. In addition, the proposed architecture inherently incorporates ranking mentions with respect to all other competing mentions, solving the problem of CR from a global
perspective.

2.2. CoNLL Shared Task 2012 for Coreference Resolution
The MUC-6 and MUC-7 competitions (Chinchor & Sundheim (2003), Chinchor (2001)) have
long been a standard benchmark for CR systems. However, the provided data sets are rather
small. The CoNLL Shared Task in 2011 and 2012 aim at providing a highly consistent, large
data set for multiple languages to facilitate and benchmark the developments of CR systems.
We use the CoNLL Shared Task 2012 as our training and testing platform, thus we briefly
describe the underlying data set and employed evaluation metrics.
2.2.1. The OntoNotes Data Set
While there are previous data sets available with coreference annotations, however, most of
them are rather small or restricted to certain languages (e.g. ACE (Doddington et al. , 2004))
. MUC-6 (Chinchor & Sundheim, 2003) and MUC-7 (Chinchor, 2001) have extensively been
2 Parts

of the provided data set are annotated with speaker information.
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Corpora

Total

Words
Train Dev

MUC-6
MUC-7
ACE(2000-2004)
OntoNotes

25k
40k
960k
1.6M

12k
19k
745k
1.3M

Test

13k
21k
215k
160k 170k

Table 1: Comparison of the number of words in the MUC, ACE and OntoNotes data set.
used in the past, although they only contain roughly 60 documents, making predictions about
generalization difficult.
OntoNotes.

OntoNotes (Hovy et al. , 2006) is a joint project that aims at providing a large

corpus with high inter-annotator agreement for multiple annotation layers and different languages. It incorporates manual annotations of syntactic parses, propbank annotations for
predicate-argument structures, word sense, Named Entity information and coreference. It
should be noted, however, that not all annotation layers are present for all documents. In addition to manual annotations, automatic annotations by off-the-shelf systems are also provided
for each layer (Pradhan et al. , 2012: pp. 14 ff.). Version 5.0 of the OntoNotes corpus provides
texts in English, Chinese and Arabic across different genres, such as Newswire, Broadcast Conversations or Web texts, with roughly 1.5 million words for English and Chinese and 300.000
words of Arabic newswire articles (Pradhan et al. , 2012: pp. 3f.).
The data set for the CoNLL Shared Task 2012 for CR (Pradhan et al. , 2012) is based on the
OntoNotes 5.0 corpus making it a good foundation to evaluate and compare CR systems. Table
1 (Pradhan et al. , 2012: cf. p. 12) presents a comparison of different data sets with coreference
annotations for English and reveals the diversity and size of the OntoNotes data set.
Coreference annotation.

The following special characteristics of the manual coreference

annotation in OntoNotes and therefore CoNLL should be mentioned as they could affect the
performance of a CR system.
Singleton mentions The corpus does not include singleton mentions. This means that only
mentions in coreference chains are annotated (Pradhan et al. , 2012: p. 11).
Split files Long files are split. To simplify manual annotation, long files are split into multiple
parts and regarded as separate documents during evaluation (Pradhan et al. , 2012: p. 12).
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In Section 6.4.3, we investigate the effect of split files on our system.
Generic mentions According to Reiter & Frank (2010), generic mentions do not refer to
concrete discourse entities, but rather abstract classes of individuals. Generic nominal
mentions occurring multiple times in a text are not linked in the CoNLL data set. If a
generic noun phrase is mentioned by a pronoun or other definite noun phrases, however,
they are linked. Thus, in the sentence: “Officials said they are tired . . . ”, the mentions
in bold face would be marked as coreferent (Pradhan et al. , 2012: p. 6).
Appositives. Appositive coreference is annotated separately in the OntoNotes data set and
not evaluated in the CoNLL Shared Task (Pradhan et al. , 2012: p. 19).
2.2.2. Evaluation Metrics
There are multiple evaluation metrics for CR, each trying to address weaknesses of an earlier
evaluation metric. We will briefly present the five metrics that are used in the CoNLL Shared
Task.
MUC (Vilain et al. , 1995).

MUC is the oldest metric and has been used extensively in the

past. It is link-based, meaning that it counts existing and missing coreference links between
mentions. Given the output of a system (the so-called response) and the gold standard (reference), it computes Precision by dividing the number of links that are identical in the key and
response partitions by the number of links in the response. Conversely, the Recall is computed
by dividing the number of concurring links by the overall number of links in the gold standard
(Vilain et al. , 1995: pp. 47 ff.). Despite its popularity, MUC has the weakness of favoring
systems that produce long coreference chains (large entities). A system that produces a single
entity would yield a Recall of 100% without severe punishment of Precision (Luo, 2005: p. 29).
B3 (Bagga & Baldwin, 1998).

By computing Precision and Recall for each mention in an

entity instead of counting links, B3 addresses the issue of favoring large chains. For each
mention m in an entity, its Recall is computed by dividing the number of correct mentions
(with respect to the gold standard) in the same entity by the overall number of mentions in the
key entity from the gold standard. Precision is computed equivalently with the overall number
of mentions in the response entity in the denominator (Bagga & Baldwin, 1998: p. 4). Final
Precision and Recall scores are computed as the average of of all mention scores.
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CEAF (Luo, 2005).

CEAF starts by creating an optimal one-to-one alignment between enti-

ties in the gold standard and the system output using the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm. The best
mapping is obtained by applying a similarity metric to the entities. Luo (2005) propose two
metrics: a mention-based metric that computes the absolute number of common mentions in
an entity (henceforth referred to as CEAF M ) and an entity-based metric (CEAF E ) that uses the
relative number of common mentions in an entity instead (Luo, 2005: p. 27). Recall is defined
as the total similarity divided by the number of mentions in the gold standard and Precision,
accordingly, as the similarity divided by the number of mentions in the system output. As we
aim at modeling discourse entities in a document, the CEAF E metric is an interesting aspect
of evaluation.
BLANC (Recasens & Hovy, 2011). The BLANC metric uses the ideas of the Rand index
(Rand, 1971), a metric to evaluate clustering methods, to assess CR performance. BLANC
computes Precision, Recall and F1 score separately for coreference links and non-coreference
links, where a non-coreference link holds between every pair of mentions that do not corefer
(Recasens & Hovy, 2011: p. 11). Precision and Recall are defined as the number of correct links
relative to the overall number of links in the system output and gold standard, respectively.
The final Precision, Recall and F1 is computed as the arithmetic mean of both individual scores.
BLANC makes it possible to get an insight about strengths and weaknesses of the system with
respect to both separation of distinct entities (repulsion) and clustering of coreferring mentions
(attraction).
System mentions.

All metrics assume gold standard mentions (henceforth referred to as

“gold mentions”) which is unrealistic for end-to-end systems. An end-to-end system needs
to perform mention detection prior to or in conjunction with CR to extract mentions that are
potential antecedents/anaphora. If a system extracts mentions, the phenomenon of mentions
that are erroneously predicted by the system and not present in the gold standard might arise.
We refer to these “invented” mentions as spurious mentions. Cai & Strube (2010) propose
methods to adapt each of the mentioned evaluation metrics (except BLANC) to handle these
cases. The scorer provided for the CoNLL Shared Task, which is used throughout all of our
experiments, reflects these methods when computing the final score (Pradhan et al. , 2012: p.
20). Another problem are “missing” mentions, i.e. mention that exist in the gold standard but
are missing from the set of system mentions. In addition, a strategy for system mentions that
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partially match mentions in the gold standard needs to be established. In the CoNLL Shared
Task, only exact matches are rewarded which is also implemented into the scorer. Therefore,
mentions with a slightly different span are counted as spurious mentions for the official evaluation.
CoNLL score. While all these metrics put their emphasis on a slightly different aspect, a
single metric is needed to rank systems against each other. Therefore, the average F1 scores of
MUC, B3 and CEAF E are taken as the official CoNLL score to rank systems.

2.3. Anaphoricity For Coreference Resolution
In the setting of a CR system, the task is to find correct antecedents for anaphoric noun phrases,
i.e. mentions that refer to a previously mentioned discourse entity. The first mention of such a
discourse entity, however, is non-anaphoric as it introduces a new entity and does not refer to
any already mentioned entity within the text. Prince (1981) calls these mentions discourse-new
as they are mentioned for the first time in a discourse.
If system mentions are used, spurious mentions can be seen as another form of “discoursenew” (pseudo-)mentions as they are mentioned for the first time in the discourse – although
they are not really mentions. Anaphoricity detection deals with discriminating between anaphoric
and non-anaphoric mentions in a text.
In the following, we will briefly present systems for anaphoricity detection which we used as
our template for the implementation (Section 3.2.2).
2.3.1. Approaches and Features
Bean & Riloff (1999) define a set of features for definite noun phrases and present an unsupervised approach to anaphoricity detection. Their approach performs well on the MUC-4 data
set but is restricted to definite noun phrases. The following heuristics are of particular interest:
First sentence. If a definite description occurs in the first sentence, it is assumed to be discoursenew.
Syntactic heuristics. Bean & Riloff (1999) extract patterns used frequently for discourse-new
mentions, such as restrictive premodification (e.g. the U.S. president, where U.S. restricts
the set of possible entities president could refer to), post-modification (the president of
the United States) and appositive constructions.
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List of definite-only nouns. A list assembled from a corpus is used to capture nouns that
only occur in definite constructions, such as the FBI.
Uryupina (2003)

The feature set used by our system (see Section 3.3) is mostly taken from

Uryupina (2003). Although they distinguish between discourse-new detection and uniqueness
detection, the feature set for both tasks is equivalent. They extract syntactic features (partof-speech tag of the head noun, appositions, modifications etc.) and information about the
surface structure, such as whether the noun phrase contains digits or punctuation. (Uryupina,
2003: p. 4) In addition, they use an internet search engine to determine the “definite probability” (Uryupina, 2003: pp. 4f.) of a noun. This is basically an alternative (and improved) version
of the definite-only list used in Bean & Riloff (1999).
For classification they use the RIPPER classifier and evaluate their approach on 20 texts from
MUC-7 and achieve a Precision of 88.9% and a Recall of 84.5% when running uniqueness
detection and discourse new classification in sequence, measured with respect to all noun
phrases in the text.
Additional features. Apart from the systems presented here that perform anaphoricity detection in isolation, we also adopted single features from Ng & Cardie (2002a) who explicitly
attempt to use anaphoricity detection to improve CR.
Effect of discourse-new detection on CR. Poesio et al. (2005) investigate whether discoursenew detection can help to improve CR performance by comparing the outcome of different
systems and propose their own architecture.
They do, however, investigate the feature of anaphoricity as one feature in the coreference
process, thus the results are not directly applicable to our setting, where we establish new
discourse entities by discourse-new classification. Nevertheless, they conclude that the feature
is helpful even as only one additional feature for CR, at least for their underlying CR system.
Ng & Cardie (2002a) propose a machine learning based anaphoricity classifier that is similar
to Uryupina (2003). On the MUC-6 and MUC-7 data set, it yields an accuracy of 86.1% and
84.0%, respectively. They use anaphoricity as a filter for nouns that should be resolved in a
pipeline setting. Consequently, they measure an increase in Precision due to the filtering step,
which is accompanied, however, by a substantial loss in Recall (Ng & Cardie, 2002a: p. 6).
This clearly shows the effect of error propagation despite a reasonable performance of the
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anaphoricity classifier. To overcome this issue, they adjust the threshold of the anaphoricity
classifier confidence on a particular data set to optimize overall system performance in Ng
(2004).
2.3.2. Tf-Idf Measures
Instead of matching the head of a noun phrase to the previous text, Ritz (2010) computes tf-idf
values for character n-grams. She basically computes the distribution of tf-idf values before
the position of the mention to be classified versus these after the position. This also takes
into account partial matches while filtering out function words based on inverse document
frequency. She calculates both the mean and the sum for all n-grams the noun phrase consists
of (Ritz, 2010: p. 86).
Ritz (2010) evaluates her classifier by extracting all noun phrases from the part of the OntoNotes
corpus containing the Wall Street Journal. She evaluates her approach as a refinement of the
basic check whether the head of a noun phrase has previously been mentioned as a criterion
for anaphoricity. She shows that adding tf-idf-based features to the basic system significantly
improves classification accuracy (from 88.65% to 90.44%) and, in particular, Recall for nonanaphoric nouns (Ritz, 2010: Table 2, p. 88). It should be noted, however, that she classifies
noun phrases exclusively, whereas our system needs to classify all mentions.

2.4. Joint-Inference for Coreference Resolution
Local models are undesirable from both a discourse theoretic, as well as a machine learning
standpoint: from a discourse-perspective, it is evident that coherence is a global phenomenon
with interactions between multiple language phenomena. As coreference is used to constitute text coherence, it is natural to tackle it from a global perspective. Regarding the machine learning setup, separating coreference classification from clustering is detrimental as
clustering interacts with coreference decisions and vice-versa. Neglecting these dependencies
between different steps can cause pipeline effects and error propagation.
In a joint-inference setting, multiple steps of discourse processing are combined to counterbalance errors on different levels, as well as exploit interactions between them. We focus on
the description of approaches relevant to our system, mainly joint-inference over anaphoricity
and coreference.
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2.4.1. Methods for Joint-Inference
Denis & Baldridge (2007) introduce independent classifiers for two individual tasks: Coreference Resolution and anaphoricity detection. In Denis & Baldridge (2009), an additional classifier for Named Entity recognition is added.
Base classifiers.

The coreference classifier implements a basic pairwise classifier using a

feature set similar to Ng & Cardie (2002a). For classifying instances, the probability with
respect to all features is computed in an exponential model (Denis & Baldridge, 2007: p. 90).
The anaphoricity classifier is implemented as a binary classifier that decides whether a mention
is anaphoric or not, again, based on an exponential combination of features and weights for
these features. The authors report 80.8% accuracy on the ACE corpus (Denis & Baldridge, 2007:
p. 90).
Finally, a Named Entity classifier predicts the probability of each mention with respect to one
of five ACE Named Entity class labels. It employs the same classification model with various
features, such as the string of the mention or the part-of-speech context. The classifier yields
79.5% Accuracy on the entire ACE corpus. (Denis & Baldridge, 2007: pp. 90f.).
Pipeline results

In their first experiment, Denis & Baldridge (2007) use anaphoricity and

Named Entity classification in a pipeline architecture, where they are performed prior to
coreference resolution. This is compared to oracle architectures that assume that anaphoricity
and/or Named Entity classification are solved perfectly. Their evaluation on the ACE corpus
reveals that using a pipeline approach slightly increases CR performance (about 1% F-Score
for anaphoricity + coreference across three metrics) but oracle systems clearly outperform the
pipeline setting (15% increase in F-Score for anaphoricity, Named Entity recognition + coreference). While this is to be expected, the gap shows that much more information could be
exploited (Denis & Baldridge, 2007: p. 92).
Improvements by ILP formulations Motivated by this observation, Denis & Baldridge
(2007) use Integer Linear Programming to combine the output, both the class label and the
confidence of the classifier, of the anaphoricity classifier and the Named Entity classifier with
the coreference classifier. The detailed ILP formulations are omitted (Denis & Baldridge, 2007:
pp. 92 ff.). In general, the ILP formulations make sure that the overall best combination of all
individual classifier outputs is used to achieve the globally best result.
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Overall, Denis & Baldridge (2007) show that perfect anaphoricity information can boost CR
performance but that a pipeline approach suffers from error propagation. As they focus on
pairwise decisions, they need to introduce explicit transitivity constraints which is computationally expensive. In our system, we take a similar approach by combining anaphoricity and
coreference. In contrast to Denis & Baldridge, we do not, however, have to encode implicit
transitivity constraints (cf. Section 3.2.1).
2.4.2. Joint-Inference Using Markov Logic Networks
An alternative framework that allows joint-inference by optimizing a global graphical model
are Markov Logic Networks (see Section 3.1). Poon & Domingos (2008) propose to use
Markov Logic Networks for unsupervised Coreference Resolution. They cluster nouns and
Named Entities by their heads and add gender, number and type agreement (where the type
t 2 Person,Organization,Location,Other) for pronouns. In addition, they add a negative

prior for the distance between a pronoun and its potential antecedent. (Poon & Domingos,
2008: p. 5) By adding two rules for the grammatical constructions apposition and predicative
nominals, they demonstrate that the system is easily extensible (Poon & Domingos, 2008: p.
6).
Evaluation results.

Poon & Domingos (2008) compare their system with Denis & Baldridge

(2007). In the best setting, Denis & Baldridge (2007) slightly outperform their system on the
ACE data set based on the MUC evaluation metric and using mentions from the gold standard
(67.4% vs. 69.2% on the BNEWS section) (Poon & Domingos, 2008: pp. 8f.).
Markov Logic Networks – Song et al. (2012)
Song et al. (2012) use Markov Logic Networks to perform joint-inference over pairwise coreference classifications and the clustering step. Instead of running pairwise classifications and
clustering in a pipeline setting, they integrate best-first clustering (Ng & Cardie, 2002b) into
the resolution process.
For pairwise coreference clustering, they use standard coreference features and perform local
classification: that is, for each pairwise feature and mention pair, they collect evidence for
and against coreference between both mentions (Song et al. , 2012: p. 1248). These rules
are accompanied with global constraints that encode a best-first clustering and transitivity
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constraints. Weights are learned for local rules only (Song et al. , 2012: p. 1249).
Evaluation results.

The system is evaluated on the CoNLL 2011 data set and compared to

other competing systems. On the development set, it yields an average F1 -Score (average of
MUC, B3 and CEAF) of 58.67% using transitivity constraints in a joint-inference setting. This
is roughly equal to the winning system SIEVE (Lee et al. , 2011) which scores 58.6%. All
experiments are based on system mentions so it is hard to judge the impact of system mention
detection, as Lee et al. (2011) do not provide numbers for mention detection in isolation.
Our system. Our system uses the same underlying framework (Markov Logic Networks) but
employs a completely different architecture: in contrast to Poon & Domingos (2008) we use
anaphoricity as a starting point for discourse entities and cluster mentions by accumulating all
pairwise decisions simultaneously, resulting in an entity-centric view. In addition, we employ
a much larger feature set (cf. Section 3).
Song et al. (2012) only combine coreference and clustering jointly. In contrast to them, we
achieve inherent best-first clustering with our architecture that is integrated jointly into a list
of coreference features and anaphoricity information.

2.5. Desirable Properties of an End-To-End System
Having presented common strategies and architectures for CR, we propose the following features an end-to-end coreference resolution system should provide.
• Joint-inference to combine multiple local coreference decisions.
• An entity-based perspective from the beginning.
• Investigating all potential clusterings of mentions to entities (i.e. entity-mention ranking) efficiently.
• Easily extensible system, where new features and additional knowledge can be added
easily.
• End-to-end system that can handle gold mentions, as well as system mentions.
To implement these desirable properties, we decided to use a MLN setup that performs jointinference over anaphoricity classification and CR features from a global perspective. The
system is described in detail in the next section.
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3. Base System
We started off by designing a base system that uses mentions from the gold standard to evaluate the effectiveness of our architecture. This section describes the base system and foundation
of this work, along with results on gold standard mentions, as well as the weaknesses of this
implementation as a motivation for the extensions presented in Section 4. An abbreviated
version of the following description can be found in Bögel & Frank (2013).

3.1. Markov Logic Networks
To achieve an architecture with the desirable properties described in Section 2.5, we use
Markov Logic Networks (MLN) as our framework (Richardson & Domingos, 2006).
In general, MLN as a framework provides two characteristics that are helpful for a variety
of tasks in Natural Language Processing: on the one hand, it is based on first-order logic
formulas which allows us to easily encode knowledge in a template-like manner. On the other
hand, however, each formula is weighted, expressing uncertainty about the applicability of
formulas according to underlying data. By instantiating the formulas with concrete values,
a probabilistic graphical Markov Network is constructed (Richardson & Domingos, 2006: pp.
108f.). This makes it possible to specify knowledge conveniently and account for uncertainties,
introduced, for example, by noise in the data.
A Markov network consists of an undirected graph where nodes correspond to variables
(X = X 1 , X 2, ..., Xn ) in the model and for each clique in the graph there exists a function
representing its current state. Thus, it compactly represents a joint distribution over variables.
If the cliques are represented as binary features of the state, the probability distribution over
variables can be expressed as the following log-linear model that sums up all products of features in state x (f j (x )), where the feature is either 1 or 0 and corresponding weight (w j ) for a
certain state of the network (Richardson & Domingos, 2006: p. 109)
P (X = x ) =

X
1
exp( w j f j (x ))
Z
j

(1)

First-Order logic. As MLN are composed of first-order logic formulas, they share the same
terminology: first-order logic formulas provide a knowledge base and are composed of the
following inventory of symbols: (Domingos & Lowd, 2009: p. 9)
• Constants represent individual objects (such as Mention1 , Entity1 , BooleanValuet )
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uniquely.
• Variables (e.g. m, e) quantify over certain objects in the domain. m could, for instance,
refer to all mentions in a document.
• Functions instantiate a mapping from objects to other objects (e.g. m_in_e(m,e) maps
mention objects to entity objects)
• Predicates specify relations of objects in the domain and attributes of object. For example, disc_new_bin(m1 ) specifies the attribute disc_new_bin for object m1 .
An expression that refers to an object is called a term. If a predicate is applied to a tuple of
terms, the construct is called atom. Atoms can be combined to more complex formulas using
logical connectives.
Finally, a ground term is a term without any variables (i.e. it is grounded with constants) and,
subsequently, a ground predicate is a formula consisting of only grounded terms (Domingos
& Lowd, 2009: p. 9).
Markov Logic Networks. Markov Logic Networks combine the possibility to state knowledge and simultaneously account for noise and uncertainty of real-world data. This is achieved
by the possibility to attach a weight to each first-order logic formula that can be seen as the
cost of violating the formula. The less formulae are violated (i.e. the lower the overall accumulated cost), the more probable the world and the higher the weight of a formula, the more
severe its violation. A constraint that must not be violated is realized as a formula with an
infinite weight.
A Markov logic network L consists of pairs of formula Fi and corresponding real-valued
weights wi . If it is combined with a set of constants C, it defines a Markov network M L ,C ,
where each node corresponds to a possible grounding of each predicate in L and a feature for
each possible grounding of each formula Fi in L. Depending on whether the ground atom is
true according to the data, the value of the node is either 1 or 0. Likewise, a feature is either
1, if the underlying ground formula is true, or 0 otherwise (Richardson & Domingos, 2006: p.
111).
The probability distribution in terms of a log-linear model over possible worlds can be specified as follows:
P (X = x) =

X
1
exp( wi ni (x ))
Z
i
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(2)

Entity(e1)

Mention(m1)

Mention(m2)

m_in_e(m1,e)

Figure 2: Markov network for the rule in equation (3) and C = {m1, m2, e1}.
where ni (x ) stands for the number of true groundings of formula Fi in the world x and wi ,
again, the weight attached to Fi . Z refers to the partition function used for normalizing to
obtain a probability distribution (Richardson & Domingos, 2006: p. 108).
Example.

As a very simplified example, assume the formula
(3)

8m9eMention(m) ^ Entit (e) ! m_in_e(m, e)

that states that each mention refers to an entity in a document with a certain probability.
Combining this with a set of constants C = {m1, m2, e1} yields the Markov network M L ,C

graphically illustrated in Fig. 2 Each node represents a ground atom (e.g. Mention(m1)). An
edge exists between atoms that occur together in a grounded formula (e.g. Mention(m1) and
Entity(e1)).3 One instantiated feature for the rule in equation 3 would be Mention(m1) ^
Entit (e1) ! m_in_e(m1, e1) which could either be 1 or 0, depending on the data.

Inference. In most application, MLNs are used to determine with which probability an unknown predicate (i.e. a set of hidden ground atoms from the set of all possible hidden ground
atoms Y) holds according to a set of observed ground atoms x . Our setting has coreference and
anaphoricity evidence as observed data to predict the hidden predicate indicating whether two
mentions represent the same entity.
Finding the best set of hidden ground atoms

is cast as a problem of finding the Maximum a

posteriori (MAP) probability given observed predicates x : ˆ = arg max
3 Note

2Y

p( |x ) (Domingos

that we assume typed variables that refer only to certain objects. Thus, m only refers to m1 and m2 etc.
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& Lowd, 2009: p. 23).
p( |x ) is derived from the probability distribution over the network (equation 1): p( |x ) =
P
i wi ni (x , ), where ni (x , ) is a binary feature function specifying whether a feature holds
in the data if x is given and

assumed (Domingos & Lowd, 2009: p. 23).

Applying this to the network in Figure 2, if we knew from data that Mention(m1), Mention(m2)
and Entity(e1) hold, we could derive the probability for the m_in_e relationship between m1
and e using the weight attached to the formula.
MaxWalkSAT

MaxWalkSAT is a commonly used algorithm based on stochastic search to

solve the optimized problem described above. First, all ground atoms in the network are initialised randomly. In each iteration, an unsatisfied ground clause is randomly chosen. With a
certain probability q, the state of a random atom is flipped. Conversely, the atom that causes
the highest gain in overall cost, when flipped, is picked with probability 1

q. By combining

greedy and stochastic steps, local optima are avoided (Domingos & Lowd, 2009; Riedel, 2012).
Riedel (2012) show that Integer Linear Programming can be used to solve the problem of MAP
inference for Markov Logic Networks more efficiently and accurately than MaxWalkSAT. They
propose transferring MLNs to an ILP model to be able to use existing ILP solvers (Riedel, 2012:
p. 3).
Cutting Plane Inference In order to run inference with MaxWalkSAT, the complete network needs to be grounded prior to inference causing a memory bottleneck for larger networks. Thus, Riedel (2012) propose Cutting Plane Inference.
In each iteration, the algorithm searches the ground formulae that do not maximally contribute
to the overall sum of weights according to the currently investigated set of ground atoms
i.e. wi ni (x ,

0)

0,

< wi ni (x , ˆ). A partial grounding G maps every formula f to a set of constants

the formula is grounded with and a partial score is computed based on that partial grounding
(Riedel, 2012: p. 4).
After an initial partial grounding, the best solution is searched as the first configuration of
. Then, the ground formulae that are not maximally satisfied with the current choice of
are grounded and added to the partial grounding for the next iteration. Overall, this is
done until each formula-weight product is maximally satisfied (indicating the optimal solution)
or a threshold is reached. Finding the clauses that are not maximally satisfied can be done
efficiently by casting the problem as a database query problem (Riedel, 2012: p. 5).
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This approach yields the advantage that larger amounts of data can be used during inference
process because the Markov Network is not fully grounded from the beginning. As weight
learning is based on computing the current cost – estimated by running inference – of the
model in each iteration, partial grounding also increases the performance for the learning
process.
Learning weights.

The goal for (in our case) discriminative weight learning is to learn

optimal weights for observed predicates (X ) to predict hidden (Y ) predicates. In the log-linear
setting, this equals to equation 4, where Z x is a normalization constant over all possible worlds
consistent with x (Domingos & Lowd, 2009: pp. 46f.)
P (Y = |X = x ) =

X
1
exp( wi ni (x , ))
Zx
i

(4)

In order to solve the problem with classic gradient descent methods (e.g. Perceptron, Contrastive Divergence etc.) or extensions and modifications thereof, an objective function needs
to be minimized i.e. its derivative set to 0. For the problem at hand, Domingos & Lowd (2009)
propose to look at the difference between the expected number of groundings and actual number of groundings in the data as described in equation 5 where x is evidence,

hidden and E

the expectation over non-evidence that can be estimated using MaxWalkSAT, for example
(Domingos & Lowd, 2009: p. 47).
Ew , [ni (x , )]

ni (x , )

(5)

TheBeast as an MLN framework. For all our experiments, we use thebeast4 that performs
inference using an ILP solver (Riedel, 2012) and online learning in conjunction with Cutting
Plane Inference to allow efficient inference and learning on large data sets.

3.2. Architecture
Our approach aims at modeling coreference resolution using a global, entity-based approach.
This general approach is complemented by a discourse-based perspective, by using discoursenew, or anaphoricity information of mentions as a structural property to guide the entity clustering process. This architecture is formulated as a joint-inference problem using Markov
4 Information

and download: https://code.google.com/p/thebeast/ [20.06.2013]
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Logic Networks.
One way of realizing a global, entity-based CR system is to cluster all mentions into entities and to choose a partition of entities that simultaneously satisfies all coreference features.
Such an approach circumvents the problem of local classifications. Moreover, evaluating evidence for coreference between all mentions of an entity can counterbalance errors made by
the anaphoricity classifier and vice-versa. Implementing this approach in a brute-force manner, however, is computationally prohibitive, as it requires considering the probability of each
possible clustering of mentions.
In theory, we would have to compute the power set of all mentions to investigate the probability of each possible clustering of mentions. As P(M ) = 2n for a set M of n mentions, the

number of possibilities to compute increases exponentially with the number of mentions in a
document. Luo et al. (2004) introduce a bell tree to efficiently manage multiple clusterings of
mentions into entities by using a Beam search that filters out potentially unpromising results.
Pruning, however, might result in accidentally removing globally good results too early.
Instead of considering all possible clusterings of mentions, we will use anaphoricity as a guide
to establish discourse entities for subsequent mention clustering. Mentions that are determined by the anaphoricity classifier to be non-anaphoric, or discourse-new, will be considered
as an ’anchor’ for a new discourse entity that serves as a reference point for discriminative
clustering of mentions classified as anaphoric. Combining anaphoricity and coreference resolution in a joint-inference architecture with soft constraints allows us to compensate for errors
in either module, by appropriately adjusted rule weights. In contrast to Denis & Baldridge
(2009), where pairwise classifications are supported by anaphoricity, our clustering approach
focuses on entities from the beginning.
The usage of MLN supports this approach, as they combine probabilistic inference with formalization in predicate logic. This offers a flexible and transparent framework that can be
easily extended to incorporate additional knowledge.
3.2.1. Global Architecture and MLN Formalization
Before presenting our architecture, we first explain the basic syntax and meaning of a MLN
declaration. We stated predicate declarations and (schematic) rules that are necessary for
understanding our general architecture in Figure 3. A complete MLN file can be found in the
appendix.
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MLN syntax.

The MLN declaration in Figure 3 consist of three main parts: predicate decla-

rations (lines 1–12), global constraints (lines 14–21) and rule definitions (lines 23–32).
Predicate declarations represent relations between constants of a certain type beginning
with capital letters (e.g. Mention or Boolean). For instance, the predicate m_in_e captures
relations between mentions and entities. In line 11 and 12, the distinction between observed
and hidden predicates is defined.
Global constraints are rules that must not be violated. Each rule consists of a quantification
over constants, a condition in the form of predicates that must hold for the constant(s), if the
constraint should be applied and the constraint itself. The rule in lines 20–21, for instance,
applies to all mentions and entities that establish a m_in_e relationship. The statement in the
second line represents an existential quantifier meaning that there needs be at least one (> 1)
other mention m2, for which the relationship to the same entity also holds (i.e. it needs to be
in the same entity).
Rule definitions consist of four components. The first line specifies the weight that is attached to a rule (e.g. w_anaph in line 24), as well as input and output parameters of a rule. The
rule in lines 24–27 takes a boolean value as input and returns a double value (its weight). The
second line, again, represents an all-quantification over constants that is restricted to a subset
of constants for which the predicates in the third line hold. Finally, the last line represents the
knowledge, as well as the weight we can derive from the rule and the input parameter. If, for
example, w_anaph in line 27 has weight w_anaph for the boolean value true, for each mention
m and entity e that meet the conditions of the formula, the predicate m_in_e combined with
the weight would be accumulated.
General architecture. The MLN formalization for our global CR architecture consists of
four main components. We first give a brief overview of these components and their interplay
and then turn to discuss them individually in more detail.
1. Initialization All mentions m are declared as potential anchors for an entity e, through a
predicate cand_ent(Mention,Entity) (line 7) and appropriately defined knowledge base
entries.
2. Establishing entities through anaphoricity Mentions m classified as discourse-new (nonanaphoric) by an external classifier are defined as instantiating a unique discourse entity
e (the one associated with m through cand_ent(m,e)), using the coreference indicating
predicate m_in_e(m,e). (lines 23–26). Mentions classified as anaphoric do not initiate a
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1

/* Predicate definitions */
predicate mention : Mention ; predicate entity : Entity ;

3

5

7

predicate disc_new_bin : Mention x Boolean ;
predicate feature : Mention x Mention x Boolean ;
predicate cand_ent : Mention x Entity ;
predicate m_in_e : Mention x Entity ;

9

11

/* definition of observed / hidden predicates */
observed : mention , feature , cand_ent , disc_new_bin ;
hidden : m_in_e ;

13

15

17

19

21

23

25

27

29

31

/*
Global
/* assign a
factor : for
factor : for

constraints
*/
mention to exactly one entity or spurious entity */
Mention m if mention (m) : | Entity e: m_in_e (m ,e) | >=1;
Mention m if mention (m) : | Entity e: m_in_e (m ,e) | <=1;

/* assign more than one mention to discourse entities */
factor : for Entity e , Mention m if m_in_e (m ,e) :
| Mention m2 : m_in_e (m2 ,e) | >=1;
/*
Rule definitions
*/
weight w_anaph : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m , Entity e , Boolean b
if mention (m) & disc_new_bin (m , b ) & cand_ent (m ,e )
add [ m_in_e (m ,e )] * w_anaph (b );
weight w_coref_feature : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Boolean v
if feature (m1 ,m2 ,v) & m_in_e (m1 , e )
add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_coref_feature (v );

Figure 3: Core predicate declarations and rules in thebeast syntax.
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discourse entity (i.e. their weight for the formula is negative).
3. Global Coreference Resolution The rule schema in lines 29–32 applies to all mentions
m that are not (yet) clustered with an entity e, and evaluates the strength of individual
coreference features feature (line 5) holding between m and any distinct mention me
that is clustered with e.5 This implements an entity-based CR strategy that makes use of
mention-level features. The rule quantifies over all and only those entities e that were
established through a discourse-new mention in 2. (line 7).
4. Constraints We introduce two constraints that ensure consistency and constrain the clustering of mentions to entities:
a. Uniqueness: Each mention is assigned to exactly one entity. This constraint – defined
through the constraint declaration in line 17 – implies disjointness of discourse entities.
It considerably reduces the combinatorics of clusterings, since anchor mentions me of
entities e need not be considered by the coreference clustering rules in 3: a mention
me that is already clustered with an entity e cannot be clustered with a disjoint entity
e x , e.
b. Resolve all mentions. This constraint (line 16) enforces that each mention is clustered with an entity. It ensures that for each mention there exists one entity e x (either
the entity anchor e or another entity) to which it is assigned: the entity of which it is
an anchor (e = e x ), or some other entity (e , e x ). If we are resolving gold mentions,
the rule can be defined as a hard constraint. It can be relaxed when dealing with system
mentions (cf. Section 4.3.2).
Transitivity. Unlike Denis & Baldridge (2009) and Song et al. (2012) we do not need
to encode explicit transitivity constraints. Configurations violating transitivity are excluded by Uniqueness. Since clustering is entity-centric (through the predicate m_in_e(m,e)),
the uniqueness constraint implies disjointness of entities, and thus, discriminative clustering of mentions to entities.6
These consistency constraints are jointly evaluated with the creation of discourse entities guided by anaphoricity properties of mentions and discriminative clustering of
mentions to entities.
5 feature

is a place-holder for different coreference features, see below.
can avoid the implausible situation that all mentions are clustered into a single entity by assigning a sufficiently high weight to the anaphoricity determination rule, thereby triggering the creation of a sufficient
number of discourse entities.

6 We
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3.2.2. Using Anaphoricity to Establish Discourse Entities
Anaphoricity of a mention determines whether a mention is anaphoric (i.e., it refers to a previously mentioned entity) or non-anaphoric and thus introduces a new discourse entity. Mentions classified as discourse-new can be used as ’seeds’ for establishing entity clusters for
subsequent (discriminative) clustering of anaphoric mentions to the created discourse entities.
We exploit linguistic knowledge about anaphoricity to establish the set of discourse entities in
a given text, and thereby considerably reduce the space of possibilities to be investigated for
entity clustering.
In our architecture, anaphoricity of mentions is determined by an external anaphoricity classifier (see Section 3.3) that provides binary anaphoricity labels (lines 24–27). The rule receives
high weight with mentions classified as discourse-new (non-anaphoric) which results in boolean
b being true and instantiates a discourse entity, of which it is typically the first member.7 The
boolean value false applies to the complementary case, with mentions classified as anaphoric.
Here, a negative rule weight states that m does not instantiate a discourse entity.
Reducing complexity.

The method described above provides an initial partitioning of the

set of mentions into a set of anchored discourse entities. Moreover, since the uniqueness constraint (see 3.2.1.(4).) enforces that each mention is contained in a single entity, mentions serving as anchors for an entity cannot be considered as candidates for co-clustering with another
entity. This knowledge about disjointness severely reduces the combinatorial complexity of
coreference-based clustering of mentions to entities.
Avoiding pipeline effects.

While this general approach reduces the number of clusterings

to be examined, errors of the anaphoricity classifier may severely harm Coreference Resolution
performance (Denis & Baldridge, 2009). To avoid these pipeline effects, the rules that create
discourse entities are weighted to reflect uncertainties regarding the anaphoricity classification: We allow for each mention to instantiate a new entity with a learned weight that depends
on the classification result: (i) the classifier predicts that a mention is discourse-new (boolean
value is true, lines 24–27) or (ii) the classifier predicts that a mention is not discourse-new
(boolean value is false). Prior experiments showed that using two rules to represent the binary classification result of the classifier and thus neglecting the confidence of the classifier
works better than taking the confidence into account.
7 Anaphoricity

classifiers as well as standard CR systems generally do not account for cataphora.
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3.2.3. Global Coreference Resolution
As described in Section 2.1.2, there are different ways for using coreference features in an
entity-based architecture: cluster- or entity-level features, i.e., features defined between pairs
consisting of a mention and an entity, or mention-level features, as typically used in mentionpair models for CR. The design of entity-level features is challenging for certain feature types
(e.g. semantic features or distance measures). Also, (pre-)computing feature values for all
possible entity clusterings is computationally expensive. Instead, we make use of mention-level
features that are evaluated in an entity-centric, discriminative ranking approach by exploiting
the implicit universal quantification of variables in MLN formulae.
Essentially, a mention m that is to be classified will be evaluated for coreference with every entity (cluster) e. But instead of comparing m to a single mention (as done in a pairwise
approach), we compare it to all mentions in the cluster and accumulate the evidence for a mention to be in a specific cluster using the rule weights for the individual pairwise coreference
features. In this way, we are able to compare a mention to all other mentions of the entity,
while only using pairwise, mention-level features.
In MLN, this intuition is captured by exploiting implicitly universally quantified variables. I.e.,
for each feature f eature and possible value

of f eature, we employ the rule schema from Fig.

3, lines 29–32:
For all mentions me in an entity e: if we observe a positive feature value for the mention pair
(me , m), m should also be assigned to e (with rule weight w feature ). For features encoding
negative evidence, the learned rule weight is negative. According to equation (3), the weight
for all instantiated formulas are accumulated. The final weight for assigning mention m to
some entity e is thus obtained by comparing m to all mentions me in cluster e, and we assign
m to the entity that receives the highest overall score.
3.2.4. Joint-Inference
Having introduced the components for anaphoricity and Coreference Resolution, we now discuss how they interact with each other to allow for joint-inference and ensure consistency
throughout the entire inference process.
Anaphoricity and Coreference. Anaphoricity information is used to provide seeds for
entity clusterings to which anaphoric mentions are attached. As the anaphoricity classifier
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Figure 4: Joint-inference over anaphoricity and coreference.
makes mistakes, erroneous decisions of the anaphoricity classifier need to be counterbalanced
by strong coreference features.
Fig. 4 demonstrates how strong indicators for coreference can counterbalance erroneous
anaphoricity information: We assume two possible inference results (a) and (b) for a hypothetical document that contains three mentions ({m 1 , . . . , m 3 }). Each mention could poten-

tially instantiate a new entity ({e 1 , . . . , e 3 }). The external anaphoricity classifier predicts that
mentions m 1 and m 3 are discourse-new which results in a high weight (0.8, in this example)

for the mentions to instantiate a new entity (Fig. 3, line 7). We assume that m 3 is erroneously
classified as discourse-new. Solution (a) accepts the erroneous prediction of the anaphoricity classifier and clusters mentions m 1 and m 2 with entity e 1 and m 3 as a singleton entity e 3 ,
whereas solution (b) rejects the prediction of the anaphoricity classifier for m 3 .
In addition to anaphoricity, there is an accumulated weight due to all coreference indicators
between each pair of mentions. For solution (a), the accumulated scores for anaphoricity
and coreference yield an overall weight of 0.8 + 0.8 + 0.9 = 2.7. Solution (b) rejects the
result of the anaphoricity classifier and instead attaches m 3 to entity e 1 . The overall solution
accumulates coreference scores for all mention pairs clustered with entity e 1 , with an overall
score of 0.8 + 0.8 + 0.9 + 0.6 = 3.3, which exceeds solution (a). Thus, strong coreference
features can override errors of anaphoricity classification.
Conversely, features that contribute strong negative evidence for coreference can help to compensate for discourse-new mentions that are predicted by the anaphoricity classifier to be
anaphoric. If a mention does not fit with any cluster, it is likely to be non-anaphoric and to
instantiate a new entity. Given strong negative evidence for coreference, even a mention that
is erroneously classified as anaphoric can introduce a new discourse entity.
This mutual interdependence between coreference and anaphoricity decisions offers a great
advantage over pipeline architectures. Moreover, our architecture combines joint-inference
and discriminative mention clustering in an efficient inference process.
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Interaction between coreference features.

The proposed architecture also handles in-

teractions and contradictions between coreference features. Each mention is evaluated by
multiple coreference rules, each one defining different features and values, with different
rule weights attached to them. During inference, all weights for all features are accumulated
(cf. equation 3), such that all features, representing positive or negative evidence for clustering
a mention with an entity, are balanced against each other.8

3.3. Anaphoricity Classifier
Following the evaluations presented in Poesio et al. (2005) (cf. Section 3.2.2), we selected
the most promising features from previous works. We optimized classification performance
on the development set of the CoNLL 2012 dataset and chose the Random Forest classifier
implemented in Weka (Hall et al. , 2009) which yielded highest performance.
The complete list of features is presented in Table 2. For each mention to be classified we
determine whether it occurs in the first sentence or is the first occurrence of the head or
surface form of the mention. In addition, we check for pre- and post-modification, definiteness,
superlative forms and the grammatical function, as well as the mention type (pronoun, proper
noun, definite, indefinite and demonstrative noun phrase). We also implement 10 different
metrics based on the tf-idf related measures presented in Ritz (2010) (cf. Section 2.3.2).
The evaluation of our anaphoricity classifier can be found Section 5.2.1.

8 For

interaction of rules in learning, see below.
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Surface and heuristics

Tf-idf

First Head Occurrence
First String Occurrence
First Sentence
Mention type
Gender
Head String
Number
Syntactic
Grammatical Function
Superlative (y/n)
Postmodified (y/n)
Premodified (y/n)
Restrictive premodification (y/n)

Avg. TF for mention string
Avg. TF-idf for mention string
Sum of TF for mention string
Sum of TF-idf for mention string
Avg. TF after mention
Avg. TF-idf after mention
Sum of TF after mention
Sum of TF-idf after mention
Avg. TF up to mention
Avg. TF-idf up to mention
Sum of TF up to mention
Sum of TF-idf up to mention

Table 2: List of features of the anaphoricity classifier.

4. End-To-End Coreference Resolution: Feature Engineering
and Architecture Extensions
4.1. Limitations of the Base System
While the base system presented in the previous section delivered reasonable performance
with gold mentions (Bögel & Frank, 2013), the following weaknesses need to be addressed:
System mentions. All previous experiments are based on system mentions. As Cai &
Strube (2010) point out, this is not a realistic evaluation scenario for CR systems. In practical applications, mentions or mention boundaries are not given. Evaluating systems with
mentions provided from the gold standard simplifies the problem and gives an advantage over
those systems that perform mention detection. Looking at gold standard mentions, however,
inhibits the advantage that the performance of the resolution itself can be measured. If that
performance on gold standard mentions is too low, the introduction of additional noise by
using system mentions is likely to additionally decrease performance.
Exploiting interactions between features. In order to achieve state-of-the-art performance, we need to be able to perform elaborate feature selection. As combinations between
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different features that are dependent on each other need to be summarized in a single rule,
efficient training and inference should be possible to allow for multiple feature selection experiments.
Incorporating additional world knowledge.

Our evaluation results in Bögel & Frank

(2013) revealed weaknesses regarding missing world knowledge. We want to extend the avability of world knowledge to our system.
Training on large data sets. Finally, all prior experiments are based on a very small number
(50) of training documents. In a realistic scenario, we need to be able to learn weights for
our MLN rules on larger training sets to achieve good generalization performance and avoid
sparsity issues for special features.
The extensions to the base architecture are described in the following sections, comprising
feature engineering aspects (Section 4.2), the incorporation of system mentions (Section 4.3)
and the introduction of additional world knowledge (Section 4.4).

4.2. Coreference Features
To model CR, we investigate and employ features from various sources, both standard features
for CR (Bengston & Roth, 2008; Soon et al. , 2001; Ng & Cardie, 2002b), as well as a selection
of features from systems that achieved high scores in the CoNLL Shared Task 2012 (such as
Martschat et al. (2012)).
For each feature f , we assign a dedicated rule that is parameterized by all possible different
feature values
tion 3.2.3).

2 Vf of the form: m_in_e(m, e) ^ f (m, mc , ) ! m_in_e(mc , e) (cf. Sec-

Features used for modeling coreference are listed in Table 3. We grouped them into different
categories that cover different linguistic aspects of coreference and are used during feature
selection.

Table 3: Features modeling CR and their sources.
S
StringMatch

Soon et al. (2001)

The entire string of two mentions matches.
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Example: (the cat – the cat)
HeadMatch

Soon et al. (2001)

The head of two mentions matches.
Example: five (cats – the cats)
PronMatch

Soon et al. (2001)

The string of two pronouns matches.
Alias

Soon et al. (2001)

Checks for Acronyms, identical Dates represented differently etc.
Example: (IBM – International Business Machines Corp.)
JaroWinkler

Cohen et al. (2003)

String similarity metric for names (Winkler, 1990).
StringKernelSimilarity

Versley et al. (2008)

String similarity metric based on kernels (Shawe-Taylor & Cristianini, 2004: pp. 360ff.).
ModifierMatch

Lee et al. (2011)

The prenominal modifiers of one NP are compatible with the prenominal modifiers of the other mention.
Example for incompatible modifiers: (Yale University – Harvard University)
S
SemanticSimilarity

Ponzetto & Strube (2006)

Semantic similarity (maximum) between anaphora and antecedent (Lesk, 1986).
SemanticDistance
Simple distance within the WordNet hierarchy between two synsets for the heads of two mentions.
M
Gender/NumberAgreement

Soon et al. (2001)

Two mentions agree in gender/number.
CombinedAgreement
Combined feature for number and gender agreement.
S
Animacy

Ng & Cardie (2002b)

Both mentions match in animacy.
SemanticAgreement

Soon et al. (2001)

Coarse-grained semantic compatibility check across different mention types.
Antonyms/Synonyms

Soon et al. (2001)

SemClassPron

Martschat et al. (2012)
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The anaphora is a pronoun, the antecedent is not a pronoun and both mentions refer to persons.
S
BothSubjects/Objects
Both mentions are in subject/object position.
HobbsDistance

Hobbs (1978)

Distance in the syntax tree between anaphora and antecedent (Hobbs, 1978).
PredicativeNominal

Haghighi & Klein (2009); Poon & Domingos (2008)

Predicative relationship between both mentions.
PonounConstraintViolation

Hobbs (1978)

Violation of binding constraint for coreference.
ReflMatch

Hobbs (1978)

Binding agreement.
Appositive

Soon et al. (2001)

A mention is in an appositive construction modifying the other mention.
Embedded

Ng & Cardie (2002b)

One mention is embedded within another mention.
Neg_ItDist

Martschat et al. (2012)

The anaphora is “it” or “they” and the sentence distance to the antecedent is larger than one.
ReflPrn

Martschat et al. (2012)

The anaphora is a reflexive pronoun, and the antecedent is the subject of the sentence.
VerbAgree

Martschat et al. (2012)

The anaphora is a pronoun and has the same predicate as the antecedent.
BarePlural

Martschat et al. (2012)

Two mentions are both bare plurals.
ContraSubjObj

Martschat et al. (2012)

Two mentions are in the subject and object positions of the same verb, and the anaphora is a nonpossessive pronoun.
Example: he sent him a letter.
NegSubjObjLocal
Two mentions are in subject and object position within the same sentence for different verbs.
Nprn_prn

Martschat et al. (2012)

The antecedent is not a pronoun, the anaphora is a pronoun and the sentence distance  1.
PossPrn

Martschat et al. (2012)

The anaphora is a possessive pronoun and the antecedent is the subject of the sentence or subclause.
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Fallback rules. As a fallback, we add two rules to attach mentions for which low coreference indication is available:
NearestNeighbor attaches mentions to the nearest potential antecedent.
NearestNeighborAgreement specifies the nearest potential antecedent that agrees in number and gender with the anaphora.
These features should be used if there is not enough evidence for coreference for a pair of
mentions. This avoids promoting unbound anaphoric mentions to the status of independent
discourse entities. During feature selection, we select the best of both rules.
4.2.1. Discretizing Numeric Feature Values
As all rules in an MLN are evaluated independently from others, we have to explicitly encode
information about feature dependencies and ranges for numeric values that are automatically
combined and computed in standard machine learning based approaches. As predicate-logic
formulae in general do not allow to scale the formula based on a numeric value, this causes a
problem for numeric (i.e. continuous) features, such as similarity metrics.
To overcome this issue and be able to use features with numeric values, we discretize the
features into appropriate bins to learn weights for each nominal attribute value in isolation.
We employ the method described in Fayyad & Irani (1993) to discretize numeric features.
Method in Fayyad & Irani (1993)
Binary splits.

The general problem is to divide an attribute A into appropriate split points

T , where a split point divides values into two bins or subsets (S 1 and S 2 ). The best overall split
point T A is searched by investigating each possible split with respect to the observed attribute
values. It can be shown that the optimal point for splitting the data represents a boundary
making it possible to sort the values in increasing order and check a splitting criterion until
an optimal split is found (Fayyad & Irani, 1993: p. 1023).
The quality of a potential split point is evaluated with class entropy. In our case, we distinguish
between two cases: whether two mentions are coreferent or not. For a binary classification
problem, i.e. discriminating between two classes C 0 and C 1 , the class entropy is defined as
follows:
Ent(S) =

1
X

P (Ci , S) log(P (Ci , S))

i =0
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(6)

S refers to a set of instances and P (Ci , S) specifies the relative frequency of instances in S with
the class label Ci (Fayyad & Irani, 1993: p. 2).
By combining the entropy for both classes, Fayyad & Irani (1993) compute class information
entropy (E(A, T ; S)) for both bins S 1 and S 2 that would be created by a potential split point T :
E(A, T ; S) =

|S 1 |
|S 2 |
Ent(S 1 ) +
Ent(S 2 )
|S |
|S |

(7)

Overall, the split point that minimizes E(A, T ; S) is retrieved as the optimal split point.
Multiple splits. Fayyad & Irani (1993) point out that while the values for an attribute may
be within the interval [0, 40], the most interesting values could be 12 < A  20. This could not

be retrieved with a single binary split. Recursively applying the algorithm produces multiple
splits. This raises the question when to stop splitting.
To decide whether to accept or reject a data split, the expected Bayes risk for accepting/rejecting
the split is computed. Minimizing the probability of making a wrong choice can be rendered
as a Bayesian Decision Strategy. As the probability of error of a hypothesis (accept or reject)
given a split (Prob(H |S)) is not known, it needs to be estimated (Fayyad & Irani, 1993: p. 3).
Minimum Description Length Principle

According to the MDLP (introduced in Rissanen

(1978)), a hypothesis is the most plausible one if it requires the least amount of bits to be
uniquely represented. The intuition is based on Occam’s razor to favor simpler models. Fayyad
& Irani (1993) employ the MDLP to determine whether accepting or rejecting a split point
would produce a more compact representation of the data (Fayyad & Irani, 1993: pp. 1024f.).
Based on the MDLP, a bound for the minimal gain to accept a split point is computed (Fayyad
& Irani, 1993: p. 1025).
Discretized feature results
To apply the presented algorithm to our setting, we extract features for each pair of mentions
(as for our decision tree experiments in Section 4.2.2) and determine whether the pair of mention refers to the same entity or not (binary classification label). Employing the method in
Fayyad & Irani (1993) to all numerical feature yielded binned feature ranges. For each bin, we
can now learn separate weights.
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4.2.2. Investigation of Promising Feature Combinations
In classical machine learning based systems, correlations and interdependencies between features are automatically taken into account. When a decision tree is used, for instance, to decide
whether two mentions are coreferent or not, a set of conditions that depend on each other is
created to classify an instance.
In our approach, we have to manually state the rule in the MLN declaration. That means that
we also have to explicitly define combinations of features and conditions.
To investigate promising feature combinations, we first induce a decision tree on the training
data and use it to define suitable feature combinations.
Decision Tree experiments.

To induce a decision tree, we use the J48 algorithm as imple-

mented in Weka (Hall et al. , 2009) in a pairwise setting. As we only use this setup for investigations of possible rule combinations, the trade-offs of a pairwise setting (see Section 2.1.2)
are not problematic. In our setting, this scenario is only used to replace/guide rule induction
by intuition. All other experiments use the Markov Logic framework in a global setting. For
each pair of mentions in the entire training set (using the selection method for mention pairs
proposed in Soon et al. (2001)), we extract all features and determine whether both mentions
are coreferent as a class-label.
Decision trees. Despite pruning, the overall decision tree is very complex consisting of 390
leaf nodes. As the set of markov predicates gets too complex if all feature combinations from
the decision tree are used and all sub-branches at a greater level than 2 were very fine-grained,
we only looked at the first two levels to select features that all other features depend on. As can
be seen in Figure 5 – that shows the first two levels of the decision tree – SentenceDistance
and mType are the features most other features depend on. To avoid having to add each feature for different sentence distances, we use sentence distance as a general prior to estimate
whether two mentions are coreferent and add it as a separate feature for each mention. Learning weights for this prior confirms our intention: for low distances, a slightly negative probability for being coreferent is given to two mentions, mention pairs with very high distances
receive a high negative prior.
Regarding the mention type, we parametrized all rules for which it seemed to be sensible by
adding the mention type and thus obtain different weights for different rules depending on the
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mTypeAna = PRON
|
SentenceDistance < 1
|
|
...
|
SentenceDistance > 1
|
|
...
mtypeAnte = PRON
|
mtypeAna = PRON
|
|
...
|
mtypeAna = NE
|
|
...
|
mtypeAna = NOUN
|
|
...
mtypeAnte = NE
...

Figure 5: First two levels of a decision tree learned to determine worthwhile feature combinations. mTypeAna and mTypeAnte refer to the mention type of the anaphora and
antecedent, respectively.
type of anaphora and antecedent.

4.3. Incorporating System Mentions
To account for system mentions that we obtain from the SIEVE (Lee et al. , 2011) system, we
need to make mainly two adaptations and extensions to our system.
Anaphoricity The behavior of our anaphoricity classifier for spurious mentions needs to be
well-designed as coreference directly interacts with anaphoricity classifications (Section 4.3.1).
Architecture We need to extend our architecture to reasonably model spurious mentions and
fallback strategies (Section 4.3.2).
4.3.1. Adapting the Anaphoricity Classifier
As illustrated in Section 3.2.2, the anaphoricity classifier is trained to distinguish mentions
that initiate a new entity (discourse-new) from anaphoric mentions. If system mentions are
used, is is not certain that each mention that is not anaphoric is automatically discourse-new:
spurious mentions, i.e. mentions that do not occur in the gold standard, need to be taken into
account.
Thus, we change the implementation of the anaphoricity classifier: while we still use the same
set of features, we train the classifier to establish a new entity for spurious mentions, i.e.
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predict that a spurious mention is discourse-new.
Evaluation results for the adapted classifier can be found in Section 5.2.2.
4.3.2. Extending the Architecture
The ideas for extensions and modifications are represented in our updated rule set that is
shown in Figure 8 on page 8 and which will be referred to for illustrations.
Global constraints.

Our general assumption that each mention should necessarily be as-

signed to one unique entity is still valid but its implementation needs to be modified. Instead
of enforcing the assignment of a mention to a unique discourse entity, we state that it should
either be assigned to a discourse entity (m_in_e(m,edisc )) or it is spurious and should thus be
assigned to a new, spurious “singleton entity” (singleton_m_e(m,esp )) (see Fig. 8, ll. 18–22).
The predicate (singleton_m_e(m,esp )) is added as an additional hidden query predicate (Fig.
8, l. 14)
Modeling the difference between discourse entities and spurious entities

We call

these special entities that provide a slot for spurious mentions “singleton entities” as they
do not refer to discourse entities (with respect to the definition of the CoNLL Shared Task
in Section 2.2.1). Thus, we explicitly forbid more than one mention to be added to the same
spurious entity. (Fig. 8, l. 28)
Conversely, we enforce that a discourse entity is mentioned at least twice in the discourse,
distinguishing it from spurious entities. Thus, we do not allow singleton discourse entities in
our documents. (Fig. 8, ll. 24–25)
Assigning mentions to discourse and spurious entities.

To fulfill the global constraints,

we explicitly allow for each mention both to instantiate a new entity using the predicate
cand_ent(m,e) (Fig. 8, l. 8), where Entit refers to both discourse and singleton entities.
The only difference between a spurious and a discourse entity is that no other mentions is
assigned to the same spurious entity.
The weights determining whether to add a mention to a discourse entity or a spurious entity
depend on the output of the adapted anaphoricity classifier (Fig. 8, ll. 31–38).
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...

mention
m5

Entity
e1

mention
m6

Entity
e2

mention
m7

...

spur.
ent. sp1

...

mentions to be classified

...

spur. ent.
sp7

...

mention
2
mention
2
mention
2
mention

discourse entities

spurious entities

Figure 6: Sample document state during inference with a potential discourse entity (blue) and
a potential spurious entity (red) for each mention. Entity e1 is already established
and mentions have been assigned to it. The inference process for mentions m5, m6
and m7 are currently investigated.
Example.

Figure 6 shows the state of a document at some arbitrary point during inference.

For each mention, a potential discourse entity (blue), as well as a spurious entity (red) has been
added. We assume that the discourse entity e1 has already been established by a discoursenew mention and mentions (indicated in grey) are assigned to it. Mentions m5, m6 and m7 is
currently being investigated.
Figure 7 is used as an example to illustrate the three different choices for each mention.
1. A mention is not spurious and initiates a new discourse entity, i.e. it is discourse-new
(m6, Fig. 8, ll. 31–33):
if disc_new_bin(m,true) & cand_ent(m,e) ! [m_in_e(m,e)] * w_anaph(true)
2. A mention is not spurious and anaphoric to a previously mentioned discourse entity.
In this case, coreference features should assign the mention to the correct set of antecedents (m5, Fig. 8, ll. 45–48):
m_in_e(m1,e) & feature(m1,m2,v) ! [m_in_e(m2,e)] * w_coref_feature(v)
3. A mention is spurious, thus it initiates a spurious entity. In this case, the anaphoricity
classifier should classify it as discourse-new (m7z, Fig. 8, ll. 35–38):
disc_new_bin(m,b) & cand_ent(m,e) ! [singleton_m_e(m,e)]
As the list above shows, there is a competition regarding the assignment of discourse-new
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mention
m5

mention
m6

Entity
e1

Entity
e2

mention
2
mention
2
mention
2
mention

mention
m6

mention
m7

...

spur.
ent. sp1

...

mentions to be classified

...

spur. ent.
sp7

...

mention
m7

mention
m5

discourse entities

spurious entities

Figure 7: Example for the three possibilities for each mention. m5, m6, m7
mentions: either they initiate a new discourse entity or – in the case of spurious mentions –
they are spurious and thus assigned to a pseudo entity.
The following strategies are implemented to control this rivalry.
Prior for spurious entities.

As most of the mentions should not be spurious, the assign-

ment to real discourse entities should be preferred. Thus, we add a prior (w_spur_prior)
on the target predicate singleton_m_w(m,e) for each mention and train it on the data. We
assume it to be slightly negative – and our experiments confirm this assumption: thus, the
default case is still for mentions to be assigned to discourse entities (Fig. 8, ll. 41–43).
Discourse-new vs. spurious.

How can discourse-new mentions be distinguished from spu-

rious mentions? Spurious mentions are characterized by not being coreferent to other mentions in the document. Thus, if a mention is discourse-new but not mentioned anywhere else
in a text, it is spurious.
In our global scenario, we compare a mention to each other mention to decide whether they are
coreferent. As stated above, we explicitly enforce that discourse entities are at least mentioned
twice in the discourse. In terms of our architecture, if a mention has a low weight to be
coreferential with any other mention in the text, it is classified as spurious.
As a spurious mention is compared to all other mentions in a discourse entity, the cost of
assigning it to an entity with negative coreference indicators is accumulated and should overall
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Prediction

Recall

Precision

F1

Singleton
Coreferent

82.3
72.2

79.2
76.1

80.7
74.1

Table 4: Recall, Precision, and F1 for the lifespan model. Source: Recasens et al. (2013)
be higher than the low negative cost that is attached to classifying a mention as spurious.
4.3.3. Additional Features for Spurious Mentions
To better balance the discrimination between spurious mentions and discourse-new mentions
and to get at least some sort of explicit evidence that hint towards a mention being spurious,
we experiment with features used in Reiter & Frank (2010) to extract generic noun phrases as
an additional extension of our system. While Reiter & Frank focus on the group of generics,
we will investigate whether the features can be used to predict spurious mentions in general
in Section 5.4.1.
Recasens et al. (2013)

Shortly before we finished our work, Recasens et al. (2013) published

their work on detecting singleton mentions (i.e. mentions occurring only once in a corpus vs.
coreferent mentions) in the same data set we use for our experiments. Their logistic regression
model performs well in distinguishing between singletons and coreferent mentions. For the
standard model, they are able to predict singletons with good performance, which is pictured
in Table 4. It should be noted, however, that the performance is measured for all noun phrases
instead of mentions, as in our scenario.
They incorporated their system into the Stanford CR system SIEVE (Lee et al. , 2011) which is
the same system we use for mention detection. While they are able to significantly increase
overall CoNLL score, the performance gains are rather minor (increase from 60.65% to 61.13%
on the CoNLL test set).

4.4. Adding Narrative Chains as Additional Semantic Knowledge
World knowledge provides useful information for CR. The fact that mentions are co-referring
might not be captured by syntactic features or position-based features but it also depends on
inherent world knowledge. Providing world knowledge is a difficult task for CR. Rahman &
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2

/* Predicate definitions */
predicate mention : Mention ;
predicate entity : Entity ;

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

predicate disc_new_bin : Mention x Boolean ;
predicate feature : Mention x Mention x Boolean ;
predicate cand_ent : Mention x Entity ;
predicate m_in_e : Mention x Entity ;
predicate singleton_m_e : Mention x Entity ;
/* definition of observed / hidden predicates */
observed : mention , feature , cand_ent , disc_new_bin ;
hidden : m_in_e , singleton_m_e ;
/*
Global constraints
*/
/* assign a mention to exactly one entity or spurious entity */
factor : for Mention m if mention (m) : | Entity e: m_in_e (m ,e) ||
singleton_m_e (m ,e) | >=1;
factor : for Mention m if mention (m) : | Entity e: m_in_e (m ,e) ||
singleton_m_e (m , esp ) | <=1;

22

24

/* assign more than one mention to discourse entities */
factor : for Entity e , Mention m if m_in_e (m ,e) :
| Mention m2 : m_in_e (m2 ,e) | >1;

26

28

30

32

/* assign <= 1 mention to spurious entities */
factor : for Entity esp : | Mention m: singleton_m_e (m , esp ) | <=1;
/*
Rule definitions
*/
weight w_anaph : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m , Entity e , Boolean b
if mention (m) & disc_new_bin (m , b ) & cand_ent (m ,e ) add [ m_in_e (m ,e )]
* w_anaph (b );

34

36

38

40

42

weight w_anaph_spur : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m , Entity e , Boolean b
if mention (m) & disc_new_bin (m , b ) & cand_ent (m ,e )
add [ singleton_m_e (m ,e )] * w_anaph_spur (b );
/* weight should be < . */
weight w_spur_prior : Double ;
factor : for Mention m , Entity e
if mention (m) add [ singleton_m_e (m ,e )] * w_spur_prior ;
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46

48

weight w_coref_feature : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Boolean v
if feature (m1 ,m2 ,v) & m_in_e (m1 , e )
add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_coref_feature (v );

Figure 8: Extended predicate and rule definitions to integrate spurious mentions.
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Ng (2012) demonstrate this difficulty. As our experiments in Section 5.3.3 reveal, overall CR
performance for system-mentions is worst for noun phrases and NEs, while it is reasonable for
pronouns. Despite multiple features, we still lack positive evidence for coreference of nouns
and Named Entities. Rahman & Ng (2012) test several additional features that could be used
to incorporate world knowledge into a CR system with mixed results. As they use a manually
created collection of 941 sentence pairs that are intended to be particularly challenging for
their evaluation, the results cannot be transferred to other corpora.
Bean & Riloff (2004) show that predicates that frequently occur together with the same argument (e.g. X reported, X added) can be used to predict coreference between arguments of predicates. Mentions that occur as arguments in a configuration with predicates that frequently
govern the same argument are assumed to be coreferent. They call the collection of predicateargument pairs caseframes. The final evaluation on the MUC-4 terrorism corpus and Reuter’s
texts revealed a substantial improvement, especially in MUC-Recall for pronouns. Despite the
limitations of MUC as an evaluation metric, this shows a positive tendency for the usefulness
of predicate-argument structures in general.
In our general feature set, we cover one special case of predicate-argument structure with the
VerbAgree feature: if two mentions are predicates (with the same grammatical function, e.g.
S

) of the same argument, they should be coreferent – with minor exceptions. To extend

this intuition, we decided to use Narrative Event Chains (Chambers & Jurafsky, 2009) as an
additional source for world knowledge.
4.4.1. Narrative Event Chains
The idea of Narrative Event Chains is similar to the well-known idea of scripts (Schank &
Abelson, 1977). A narrative event chain consists of a sequence of events with the same set of
protagonists. A narrative chain traces one single protagonist through a sequence of events,
where events are predicates (verbs). The protagonist holds a grammatical relation (e.g. S
) to some of the verbs in the chain, i.e. it is an argument of the predicate. In a coherent
text, all mentions of the same protagonist are coreferent. The general idea is illustrated in
figure 9 for the process of book publishing. In this narrative chain, the S
aS

of write is also

of the predicate publish. If such narrative event chains were available, they could

be used to predict coreferent mentions that occur in these configurations. Chambers & Jurafsky (2009) extract Narrative Event Chains in an unsupervised fashion from large collections of
texts.
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Figure 9: Example for a narrative event chain that captures the process of book publishing.
Source: Chambers & Jurafsky (2010: p. 1)

Unsupervised Learning.

Chambers & Jurafsky extract Narrative Event Chains from the

Gigaword corpus and use the Stanford Dependency Parser as a source for typed dependency
structures, as well as OpenNLP as a CR system. They follow the general assumption that
in coherent texts, there is a relationship between predicates that share coreferent arguments.
By introducing this so-called Narrative Coherence Assumption, no explicit semantic knowledge
about predicates and arguments is required (Chambers & Jurafsky, 2010: p. 2). The unsupervised extraction process is performed in multiple steps:
First, predicates that have co-referring entities (i.e. that are part of the same chain) are extracted by building a graph between pairs of <predicate, dependency relation> tuples, where
nodes in the graph correspond to one tuple <predicate, dependency relation>. For the example in Figure 9, one suche tuple would be (<write, subj>, <publish, subj>). The edge weights
of the graph represent pointwise mutual information (PMI) scores between the predicate/dependency nodes (Chambers & Jurafsky, 2009: p. 604).
Second, agglomerative clustering is performed on the obtained graph based on PMI scores
from the first step. This results in a discrete graph that represents a specific narrative event
chain (Chambers & Jurafsky, 2009: p. 609f.).
Finally, a temporal ordering of the events in the narrative chains is extracted using a temporal
classifier that predicts for all pairs of events which one occurs first (Chambers & Jurafsky,
2009: p. 606ff.).
4.4.2. Feature Implementation
Narrative Event Chain database. Chambers & Jurafsky (2010) demonstrate the conversion
process of Narrative Event Chains to a database. The resulting database of Narrative Event
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[ transmit-o infect-s contract-o carry-o cause-s spread-s ]
( virus 8.566 disease 7.294 bacteria 6.289 bacterium 5.9 3 toxoplasma 5.9 3
gene 5.87 parasite 5.833 flooding 5.815 mutation 5.815 ...)
Figure 10: Shortened example for a narrative chain demonstrating the file format of the Narrative Event Chain database.
Chains is publicly available.9
Figure 10 shows a (shortened) example to demonstrate how Narrative Event Chains are stored
in the database. The first line lists all predicates of a single chain and the grammatical function
of the argument for each predicate. Below, filler in the form of argument head words that occur
frequently are stated (Chambers & Jurafsky, 2010: p. 3).
Using Narrative Chains as a feature for CR.

In order to use Narrative Event Chains as

a feature for our system, we exploit the fact that the arguments of predicates within an event
chain are coreferent in many cases. We do not reflect the given frequent head words but focus
on grammatical functions only.
Irwin et al. (2011) use narrative chains as an addition to a cluster-ranking architecture: they
extract the the number of mentions in a cluster that are part of one single Narrative Event
Chain. As our system is built upon pairwise features, we take a slightly different approach
that is conceptually similar to Rahman & Ng (2012). For each pair of mentions (m1 , m2 ),
we extract whether they are arguments of a verbal predicate and if so, we determine the
grammatical relation between argument and predicate. This leads to a tuple of grammatical
relation–predicate pairs (gramm_func1 –predicate1 , gramm_func2 –predicate2 ), where the first
item corresponds to the relation of m1 to its predicate predicate1 and the second item to the
relation of m2 . For the example in Figure 10, this would yield the tuple (object–transmit,
subject–infect).
Next, we query the database of narrative event chains and determine whether both elements
of the tuple (i.e. grammatical relation and predicate) are members of the same chain. Looking
again at the example in Figure 10, as both elements of the tuple, i.e. object–transmit, as well as
subject–infect are part of one narrative event chain, the feature value is true. If no chain can
be found for any of both mentions or the grammatical role does not correspond to the role in
the chain, the feature evaluated to false.
9 Url:

http://www.usna.edu/Users/cs/nchamber/data/schemas/acl 9/ [20/06/2013]
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We experimented with two versions of the feature: one where the temporal ordering of events
needs to be fulfilled in order for the feature to evaluate to true and another one where it does
not. As we do not have information about the temporal order of events in the text, we make
the simplifying assumption that the linear text order also corresponds to the temporal order
of events. The version that neglects the temporal ordering performed better.
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5. Experiments and System Optimization
Having presented our architecture and basic components for an end-to-end CR system in the
previous section, we now describe our experimental setting (Section 5.1), feature tuning and
system aspects for the anaphoricity classifier, coreference and our entire system.

5.1. Experimental Setting
Data set. We use the data set provided for the CoNLL 2012 Shared Task (Pradhan et al.
, 2012) – described in Section 2.2.1 – for all our experiments10 and tune our system on the
official development set.
Evaluation metrics. We apply the five evaluation metrics used in the CoNLL 2012 shared
task: MUC (Vilain et al. (1995)), B3 (Bagga & Baldwin (1998)), CEAF with both the entity
(CEAF E ) and the mention-based (CEAF M ) similarity metric (Luo, 2005) and BLANC (Recasens
& Hovy, 2011). All metrics are described in Section 2.2.2. The arithmetic mean of the F1 scores
of MUC, B3 and CEAF E (official CoNLL score) is used for feature selection and presentation of
overall results.
5.1.1. System Mentions
As we want to establish an architecture for joint Coreference Resolution and anaphoricity, we
do not further investigate the topic of mention detection, despite being an important sub-task
of coreference resolution. Instead, we use SIEVE (Lee et al. , 2011), the winning system of
the CoNLL 2011 Shared Task, as our source for system mentions. The base system providing
system mentions, however, can be changed easily with our architecture.
Unfortunately, no information about the explicit performance for the task of mention detection
are reported for SIEVE. Thus, we investigated the data based on the CoNLL 2012 development
set with mentions obtained from SIEVE.
Table 5 on page 51 reports mention detection results obtained on the development set. We
investigate two evaluation scenarios that differ in the criterion used to determine whether two
mentions are regarded as equal:

10 The

mapping from OntoNotes to WordNet senses was updated to WordNet 3.0 for all senses.
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strict Two mentions need to have identical spans (i.e. start and end positions) to be counted.
Otherwise, they are regarded as spurious or missing, respectively.
loose One mention needs to be embedded within the other mention. In addition, the head of
the gold mention needs to be included in the span of the system mention.
The latter case accounts for mentions where pre- or post-modifiers are not completely assigned
to a mention which is common for noun phrases with many modifiers. Some CR tasks reward
mentions fulfilling the loose criterion with 0.5 points (Recasens et al. , 2010). In the CoNLL
Shared Task, however, mentions that differ in span are not counted at all. In our setting, we
thus regard them as spurious or missing mentions.
Mention detection results – spurious mentions. Looking at the fraction of mentions of
a certain mention type that are spurious (indicated by Precision values in Table 5), we observe
that the proportion of spurious mentions is lowest for pronouns with only about 17%. Nevertheless, the absolute number of spurious pronouns in the data set is roughly similar to other
mention types which is due to the fact that pronouns occur much more frequently in the corpus in general. The number of spurious nouns is high with almost 45% when requiring a strict
overlap. The large drop of spurious mentions when switching to the loose evaluation scenario
(6% for nouns and ⇠ 9% for NEs) suggests that many spurious mentions can be attributed to
different spans of mentions.

Mention detection results – missing mentions.

Looking at missing mentions (indicated

by Recall values in Table 5) reveals similar tendencies as for spurious mentions: mention
detection works best for pronouns and as this is the largest group of mentions, pronouns
are responsible for high overall Recall values. Nouns and Named Entities are much less reliably extracted but most of the losses for Recall can be attributed to different mention spans.
Switching to the loose metric yields a much better result. This means that mention detection
performance itself works reasonably well. The spans, however, do often not match between
gold and system mentions which is punished during CR evaluation.

5.2. Anaphoricity Classifier
As described in Section 3.3, our anaphoricity classifier (AC) is a binary classifier that predicts
whether a mention is discourse-new or not. The detailed feature set is presented in Section 3.3.
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strict
Precision
Recall
F1

loose

Pronoun

Noun

NE

All

Pronoun

Noun

NE

All

82.24
93.73
87.61

55.12
59.25
57.11

71.81
64.51
67.96

72.79
75.71
74.22

83.25
93.74
88.18

60.38
75.53
67.11

82.24
77.56
79.83

77.62
82.14
79.82

Table 5: Mention detection results on the development set based on mentions from SIEVE.
Strict counts mentions with exact span overlap only, whereas loose also allows deviating spans.
Mention type

Precision

Recall

F1

All
Pronoun
Noun
Named Entity

86.90
88.80
75.00
87.40

87.60
94.20
73.70
86.50

87.10
91.40
73.60
86.70

Table 6: Performance of the anaphoricity classifier with gold standard mentions on the development set.

5.2.1. Gold Standard Mentions
We evaluate the anaphoricity classifier in isolation on gold standard mentions, using automatic
linguistic annotations (i.e. annotations produced by off-the-shelf components) during feature
extraction. The evaluation of the anaphoricity classifier on the complete development set is
presented in Table 6. The results are very balanced with regard to Precision and Recall. The
relatively high Precision of 86.9% is especially promising. The numbers reveal that nouns are
most difficult to classify (with a relatively low Recall of 73.3%), while the case is clearer for
other mention types: pronouns, for instance, are almost never discourse-new (except for a
small number of exceptions due to split files).
5.2.2. System Mentions
For system mentions, we make an adaptation to the anaphoricity classifier as described in
section 4.3.1. As the classifier now needs to distinguish all “real” discourse-new mentions and
spurious (i.e. invented) mentions from anaphoric mentions, we expect the results to decrease.
We evaluate two scenarios: the results for the scenario that requires a complete overlap
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Mentions

Precision

Recall

F1

86.90
78.50
100

87.60
70.00
64.70

87.10
74.00
78.50

Gold mentions
All system mentions
Spurious mentions only

Table 7: Evaluation results of the anaphoricity classifier with system mentions requiring complete overlap of mentions on the development set (strict).

between gold standard and system mentions for mentions to be counted as non-spurious (scenario strict) can be found in Table 7. The alternative scenario that counts partial matches
also (scenario loose) is presented in Table 8.
For both scenarios, the results on gold standard mentions from the previous section is given
as comparison. The second line in each table reports performance for all system mentions,
whereas the last line states the results when only spurious mentions are classified to get an
impression about the Recall for spurious mentions. Naturally, the last case leads to a Precision
of 100%: as all non-spurious mentions have been removed, there cannot be any false positives.
Discussion of results.

As we expected, performance for system mentions is lower than for

gold mentions. When focusing on strictly overlapping mentions, Recall for all system mentions is about 4% worse. Precision shows exactly the opposite behavior. This seems plausible:
when enforcing strict matches, spurious mentions are clearly separated from true anaphoric
mentions. Allowing mentions with a partial overlap leads to more noise (as partially correct
mentions are counted as true mentions) which increases overall Recall for discourse-new mentions and decreases Precision. However, the loose setting also makes it harder for the classifier
to clearly extract spurious mentions which is demonstrated by a lower Recall in the last line.
The overall F1 score for all system mentions is almost identical and represents a drop of 13%
in overall performance compared to gold standard mentions.
These results also reveal that the anaphoricity classifier itself recognizes about 56.7–64.70%
of spurious mentions. We tried to increase the recognition rate of spurious mentions using
additional evidence for spurious mentions (see Section 5.4.1).
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Mentions

Precision

Recall

F1

86.90
74.40
100

87.60
74.90
56.70

87.10
74.50
72.37

Gold mentions
All system mentions
Spurious mentions only

Table 8: Evaluation results of the anaphoricity classifier with system mentions permitting partial overlaps of mentions on the entire development set (loose).

5.3. Feature Selection for Coreference Features
Weight learning.

All weights for the following experiments are learned on 500 randomly

sampled documents of the CoNLL 2012 training set, containing 2279 mentions in 513 entities.
We experimented with more documents (1000 and 1500 documents) but weights changed only
marginally for larger numbers of training documents which did not affect the performance on
the overall feature set.11 Switching from 500 to 1000 documents increased the duration of the
weight learning process by a factor of 5, making it infeasible for the complete feature selection
process. Thus, selecting 500 documents for learning weights during feature selection seems to
be legitimate in order to obtain reasonable speed at best performance.
We extract features based on the provided automatic linguistic annotations during training
and use the output of the anaphoricity classifier instead of gold standard anaphoricity information. This ensures that the influence of erroneous anaphoricity annotation is learned and
counterbalanced.12
5.3.1. Feature Selection Approach
To get an impression of worthwhile feature combinations and to discriminate between alternative features, we perform a first run of feature evaluation on gold standard mentions. The
intuition behind this is as follows: if a feature does not even perform well on mentions from
the gold standard, it is unlikely to increase performance on system mentions. In addition, this
reduces some of the noise that is introduced by system mentions.
In theory, all possible combinations of features would have to be tested to account for interactions between features and to find the overall best combination of features. Due to limited
resources, an exhaustive evaluation was not feasible. Thus, we start with an initial set of fea11 We
12 In

tested the performance difference for weights trained on 500 and 1500 document for the best feature set.
fact, training on system output was confirmed to be superior during development.
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tures from each feature category and test alternative feature combinations in one category
while keeping other features constant. The general idea is illustrated in Figure 11 for three
steps (categories). The initial feature set was chosen based on intuition in order to cover a variety of different aspects of coreference. Once the best feature combination for each category
is found, we re-run the same process with the best features found in each category from the
previous iteration.
For our initial feature set, we collect a basic set of complementing features in order to capture
all mention types. The set of competing alternatives was chosen manually.
All feature scenarios are evaluated on the development set of the CoNLL 2012 data set.
5.3.2. Results on Gold Standard Mentions
Table 9 on page 57 lists the results for each feature group and competing features for the
first iteration.13 The best feature in each group is highlighted. Figure 12 (p. 56) plots the
performance trend across all tested feature configurations. Several observations can be made:
• For syntactic agreement, combining gender and number agreement (C

A

) into one feature outperforms both features used in isolation.
• S

D

performs better than the S

S

feature. This might

be due to the fact that discretized semantic similarity features are much more coarsegrained than semantic similarities. We obtain high weights especially for extreme cases
of semantic distance (near 0 and high values > 8). The weights for semantic similarities
are much more volatile.
• The addition of multiple semantic agreement features decreases overall performance for
nouns and Named Entities but increase pronoun resolution. The impact across all mentions is rather minor. Interestingly, deleting the feature S

A

causes

a substantial performance drop for all mention types, with extreme losses for Named
Entities. As the agreement feature performs basic compatibility checks across different mention types, it is helpful for coreference chains where Named Entities and other
mention types occur.
• S

M

outperforms H

M

(scenario 12 vs. 13) which is plausible as a

complete string match applies only to a subset of coreferent mentions. Removing the
13 Note

that we do not report Precision and Recall separately for each experiment and each evaluation metric as
the results are very balanced. Precision and Recall for each metric are given only for the best setting after
optimization in the next section.
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1st run
optimise group "morphological agreement"

String similarity

Morph. Agreement

Sem Sim.

Sem. Agr.

Structural

default

feature groups

alias +
head match +
pronoun match

both agreement

semantic
distance

animacy +
semclassprn

reflMatch +
embedded +
contraSubjObj +
verbAgree +
pronConstraintViolation

nearest in
agreement

features

Structural

default

feature groups

nearest in
agreement

features

default

feature groups

nearest in
agreement

features

gender + number
agreement

2nd run
optimise group "semantic similarity"

String similarity

Morph. Agreement

Sem Sim.

Sem. Agr.

alias +
head match +
pronoun match

best

semantic
distance

animacy +
semclassprn

semantic
similarity

reflMatch +
embedded +
contraSubjObj +
verbAgree +
pronConstraintViolation

3rd run
optimise group "string similarity"

String similarity

Morph. Agreement

Sem Sim.

Sem. Agr.

alias +
head match +
pronoun match

best

best

animacy +
semclassprn

alias +
string match +
pronoun match

Structural
reflMatch +
embedded +
contraSubjObj +
verbAgree +
pronConstraintViolation

alias +
string match +
pron. match +
jaro wink. dist

...

… for each feature group

Figure 11: Outline of the feature selection process: in each iteration, features of one feature
group are permuted, substituted and aggregated until the best performance is obtained. Having optimized the features in one group, the next iteration starts with
the next feature group. This outline shows the process for the first three feature
groups.
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Figure 12: Performance of feature selection for different mention types (gold mentions). Numbers on the x-axis correspond to feature scenarios in Table 9. Vertical lines separate
different feature groups.

A

feature decreases resolution performance, especially for Named Entities, which

is to be expected. Unfortunately, the addition of string similarity metrics (scenario 15)
substantially decreased performance. The reason for this might be similar to semantic
similarity: the resolution of discretized feature values is very fine-grained with a large
variance of feature weights between different intervals.
• Structural features boost resolution performance, especially for pronouns, showing also
minor improvements for nouns and Named Entities. These features increase overall
performance from < 60% to almost 65%.
• The overall impact of feature selection is limited. While the performance deviation for
individual mention types is quite high, overall performance for all mentions is relatively
stable.
Our impression after the first round of feature selection is that is is very hard to optimize
overall performance. This might be due to our global setting. We tried to manually investigate
influential features. With a global model, it is, however, unfeasible to simultaneously consider
all features and corresponding weights, even for a single document.
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Scenario

Features
S

1
2

Pronoun

Noun

NE

All

57.46
57.67

65.69
65.66

73.78
74.92

59.88
58.77

A

combined agreement
individual agreement
S

S

3
4

semantic distance
semantic similarity

60.75
60.48

61.42
60.94

76.40
73.97

60.31
58.73

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

animacy + semclassprn
sem. agremeent
" + animacy
" + semclassprn
" + antonyms
" + synonyms
" - sem. agremeent

51.02
59.12
60.62
60.14
60.14
61.25
59.00

66.20
64.70
63.46
63.30
63.30
62.22
62.24

76.75
76.10
75.72
73.22
73.22
73.11
72.54

59.77
59.59
59.15
59.51
59.51
59.90
58.81

60.20
60.25
60.98
62.78
57.15

56.47
65.94
63.88
56.35
61.68

48.68
75.52
71.76
53.19
73.20

49.33
60.13
58.08
51.52
56.18

65.80
65.90
63.63
65.07
66.86

64.03
68.25
67.57
64.70
65.32

74.36
77.83
78.47
77.47
77.11

61.49
62.44
62.72
63.39
64.92

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

S

S

alias + string match + pron. match
alias + head match + pron. match
" - alias
" + alias + jaroWinkler
" + premodMatch
S

F

ReflMatch + overlap + verbAgr. + pronConstrViol.
" + bothSubj + contraSubjObj
" + bothObj
" + possprn
" + negSubjObjLocal + itDist

Table 9: Results of feature selection for different mention types and feature combinations with
gold mentions. " refers to the feature setting in the line above, + and indicate the
addition/removal of features relative to the previous setting. The best setting for each
category is highlighted in bold face. All results represent CoNLL scores.
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combined agreement
animacy
antonyms
semantic agreement
head match
pron match
overlap
pronConstrViol.
bothObj
possprn
itDist

semantic distance
semclassprn
synonyms
alias
string match
refl match
verbAgr
bothSubj
contraSubjObj
negSubjObjLocal
sentenceDist

Table 10: Best feature set as determined by feature selection on the development set.
Mention type

MUC-F1

B3 -F1

CEAF E -F1

BLANC-F1

CEAF M -F1

CoNLL

Pronoun
Noun
Named Entity

80.42
51.09
74.72

65.97
72.02
78.54

61.06
69.68
79.41

64.44
66.67
75.20

62.40
67.12
77.68

66.86
65.32
77.11

All

71.82

61.07

63.71

67.00

60.99

64.92

Table 11: Performance of the best feature set after feature selection on the development set
(gold mentions).
Second Iteration. As we sequentially optimize feature combinations in each feature group,
feature groups that are optimized at a later step profit from already optimized feature groups.
The reverse fact is not covered, however. It could be possible, for instance, that the optimized
feature set for structural features would lead to another optimal feature set for string similarity.
To take this into account, we start feature optimization from the beginning after the first run
using the optimal feature set from the first step as a starting point.
In this subsequent step, however, we do not observe any differences with respect to the optimized feature set (with minor absolute performance differences).
Final feature set. The overall best set of features is given in Table 10. Note that we experimented with all distance features separately from feature selection (cf. Section 4.2.2).
Evaluation results for all metrics and split up into different mention types can be found in
Table 11.
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Results on gold anaphoricity.

As a second scenario, we perform the same feature selection

procedure when using an oracle to provide anaphoricity information, instead of using the
anaphoricity classifier. While the results for each scenario were generally higher, the overall
set of selected rules does not change. Thus, we omit the detailed results. An analysis of the
performance impact when providing anaphoricity information by an oracle is presented in
Sections 6.1 and 6.2.
5.3.3. Results with System Mentions
We perform the same feature selection technique using system mentions. As our initial set of
features, we use the optimized feature set from the previous section. To account for system
mentions, we employ the architecture presented in Section 4.3.
Table 12 lists the results for 21 different feature selection scenarios. A graphical representation
of the results can be found in Figure 13 (p. 61) We note the following observations:
• Overall performance for all mentions changes less (difference between minimal and
maximal value: 4.26%) than for gold standard mentions (difference: 15.59%). This is
plausible as we start feature selection for system mentions with a feature set that has
already been optimized. Even if the combination of features for individual groups differ,
differences are more subtle as the other groups are already optimized (on gold standard
mentions).
• Regarding the choice and combination of features, we obtain the same results as for gold
standard mentions (Table 10) Overall, however, the numbers are substantially lower due
to the impact of missing and spurious mentions.
Best feature set.

The detailed results for the optimized feature set evaluated on the devel-

opment set can be found in Table 13 split up into different mention types. Precision and Recall
values for all evaluation metrics are presented in the next section.
5.3.4. Adding Narrative Event Chains as a Feature
As described earlier (Section 4.4), we attempt to exploit information conveyed by narrative
chains to incorporate additional world knowledge and to extend our V

A

feature. We

test the feature on gold and system mentions by adding it to the optimized feature set (Table
10).
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Scenario

Features
S

1
2

Pronoun

Noun

NE

All

60.38
56.63

47.91
45.09

53.29
51.73

48.37
47.30

A

combined agreement
individual agreement
S

3
4

semantic distance
semantic similarity

58.84
60.45

50.13
51.77

53.13
54.17

48.82
48.92

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

animacy + semclassprn
sem. agremeent
" + animacy
" + semclassprn
" + antonyms
" + synonyms
" - sem. agremeent

58.07
61.80
62.76
62.40
61.31
60.6
60.09

45.64
45.35
46.65
46.69
52.78
49.96
47.87

54.20
54.39
51.08
51.21
54.37
53.29
52.75

48.15
47.92
48.33
48.72
49.37
50.16
48.94

58.18
60.48
58.19
56.84
58.47

41.10
50.09
46.55
46.16
44.54

54.75
53.31
53.38
53.51
52.44

46.46
50.18
48.32
48.08
47.31

58.15
59.07
56.60
60.11
60.42

50.28
47.98
50.24
47.58
46.76

53.30
54.15
54.22
53.10
53.70

49.02
49.51
48.82
49.03
50.71

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

S

S

alias + string match + pron match
alias + head match + pron match
" - alias
" + alias + jaroWinkler
" + premodMatch
S

F

ReflMatch + overlap + verbAgr. + pronConstrViol.
" + bothSubj + contraSubjObj
" + bothObj
" + possprn
" + negSubjObjLocal + itDist

Table 12: Results of feature selection for different mention types and feature combinations
with system mentions. The best setting for each category is highlighted in bold face.
Mention type

MUC-F1

B3 -F1

CEAF E -F1

BLANC-F1

CEAF M -F1

CoNLL

Pronoun
Noun
Named Entity

76.43
47.19
59.24

58.85
47.23
53.7

45.98
48.59
48.16

62.45
58.69
62.74

56.7
48.50
55.94

60.42
46.76
53.70

All

61.56

46.71

43.88

63.24

49.21

50.71

Table 13: Performance with the best feature set after feature selection.
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Figure 13: Performance of feature selection for different mention types (system mentions).
Numbers on the x-axis correspond to feature scenarios in Table 12. Vertical lines
separate different feature groups.
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Mention type

MUC-F1

B3 -F1

CEAF E -F1

BLANC-F1

CEAF M -F1

CoNLL

Pronoun
Noun
Named Entity

77.45
51.51
76.86

61.39
74.54
77.82

53.82
69.90
80.78

61.36
67.53
72.19

56.58
68.49
76.44

64.22
65.32
78.49

All

72.63

59.96

64.00

64.47

59.90

65.53

Table 14: Results on the development set when adding narrative chains (gold mentions).
Mention type

MUC-F1

B3 -F1

CEAF E -F1

BLANC-F1

CEAF M -F1

CoNLL

Pronoun
Noun
Named Entity

75.57
43.65
62.52

58.31
49.48
57.32

47.52
50.45
49.57

57.47
55.75
57.61

53.18
49.88
52.39

58.41
49.84
55.88

All

61.75

48.47

44.72

57.95

46.45

51.65

Table 15: Results on the development set when adding narrative chains (system mentions).

Results for gold standard mentions Table 14 contains the results for gold standard mentions when narrative chains are added as a feature. The overall CoNLL score increases significantly ( < 0.0514 ) by approximately 0.5 percentage points. A detailed look at different mention types reveals a performance increase especially for Named Entities, while performance is
constant for nouns and decreases for pronouns.
Results for system mentions. The results for system mentions are given in Table 15. We
observe a general performance increase by adding the feature, especially for nouns. The CoNLL
score for all mentions increases by 0.94 percentage points. The increase of the CEAF E metric
shows that narrative event chains help to better model discourse entities. In contrast to the
setting with gold standard mentions, we observe performance gains for nouns and Named
Entities. As mentions of both types yielded a high loss of performance when transitioning to
system mentions, this is especially pleasant.

14 We

use Bootstrap Test as described in Riezler & Maxwell (2005) for all our significance tests.
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5.4. Effect of Mention Detection
The performance drop upon switching from gold to system mentions is very substantial. Thus,
we perform an analysis of the errors that are caused by using system mentions.
Missing mentions vs. spurious mentions

As Table 5 (p. 51) reveals, by using Sieve as

our base system for mention detection, we loose the capability to resolve about 18–25% of
all gold mentions. While there are strategies to counterbalance the effect of missing mentions (i.e. using two systems to predict system mentions or adding mentions manually), all
strategies necessarily also add more spurious mentions, leading to potential side-effects. Thus,
we decided to focus on the mentions we get from SIEVE for now, in order to have a stable
architecture.
The effect of missing mentions is investigated in Section 6.2 by providing information from
the gold standard about spurious mentions.
5.4.1. Investigation of Spurious Mentions
As the last section revealed, we are not able to counterbalance missing mentions easily. Thus,
we investigate characteristics of spurious mentions in an attempt to find strategies for detecting and counterbalancing them. We attempt to determine which spurious mentions are not
recognized by our anaphoricity classifier as being spurious (we refer to this subset as “spurious
FNs”).
Removing spurious predicate

As a first alternative, we try to remove the special treatment

for spurious mentions in our architecture (Section 4.3.2) and use the same architecture as for
gold standard mentions (Section 3.2), while disabling the constraint that discourse entities
need to have more than one mention.
Table 16 lists the results for the best feature set. The performance decrease is substantial across
all mention types and evaluation metrics. This supports our assumption that the original
architecture is not capable of successfully counterbalancing the effect of noise introduced by
system mentions.
Features for spurious mentions

As the features in Reiter & Frank (2010) are tailored

specifically towards generic mentions (see Sec. 4.3.3), we investigate a selection of promis-
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Mention type

MUC-F1

B3 -F1

CEAF E -F1

BLANC-F1

CEAF M -F1

CoNLL

Pronoun
Noun
Named Entity

54.02
29.98
41.21

46.29
33.73
38.03

36.09
30.18
31.42

49.55
47.32
49.45

39.71
35.91
47.10

45.47
31.30
36.89

All

45.13

32.98

27.13

47.62

36.65

35.08

Table 16: Performance on the development set for system mentions when using the same architecture as for gold mentions.
ing features to see whether they could be used to predict spurious mentions in general and
whether they cover aspects that are not already recognized by our anaphoricity classifier.
AC confidences. As all spurious mentions are discourse-new (by our definition in Section 4.3.1), the anaphoricity classifier should be able to detect spurious mentions. We investigate the distribution of confidences of the classifier. A high confidence score (where
confidences lie in the range of 0 to 1) means that the classifier is very certain that a mention is
discourse-new. A very low confidence means that the classifier is very certain that a mention
is anaphoric. If the classifier cannot discriminate between two class labels, this results in a
confidence value close to 0.5.
Figure 14 plots a kernel density graph for anaphoricity confidence for non-spurious mentions,
spurious mentions and spurious mentions that are not recognized by the anaphoricity classifier
(spurious FN).
As can be seen, there are subtle differences between anaphoricity confidences for non-spurious
mentions and spurious mentions that are erroneously predicted as anaphoric. For the latter, there are more confidence values that are closer to 0.5. This is confirmed by the means
of the distributions: for non-spurious mentions, the mean of anaphoricity confidences in
the interval between 0 and 0.5 is ⇠ 0.086, for spurious false negatives, it is ⇠ 0.105. The
slightly higher confidence score means the classifier is more uncertain about the classification of spurious mentions that are not recognized. A simple t-test (H 0 : Both distributions are
equal and the difference in mean is random.) rejects H 0 with a very high confidence value
(p-value < 2.2 · 10

16 ).

The confidence of the AC should therefore be useful for determining whether a mention is
spurious or coreferent to another mention.
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1.0

anaphoricity confidence

Figure 14: Distribution of anaphoricity confidences for spurious, non-spurious and spurious
FN mentions.
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(a) spurious mentions

(b) non-spurious mentions

(c) spurious FN mentions

Figure 15: Distribution of part-of-speech tags for spurious, non-spurious and spurious FN
mentions.
Distribution over mention types and PoS-tags.

The distribution of mention types for the

three different mention categories is shown in Figure 15. Interestingly, most of the mentions
that are not recognized by the anaphoricity classifier as being spurious are pronouns. We also
look at the distribution of part-of-speech tags which revealed the same tendencies as mention
types, thus the exact numbers are omitted. This is explainable by the quite low proportion of
spurious pronouns (about 17%, see Table 5, p. 51) relative to the overall number of pronouns.
Based on this skew in class distribution, the anaphoricity classifier generally prefers to classify
pronouns as anaphoric.
Mention length.

Manual investigation of spurious FNs reveals that there are many cases

where the span of a mention is not correct and spurious mentions tend to be longer than nonspurious mentions. We test this hypothesis by looking at the distribution of mention lengths
(in token) for all three categories.
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The distribution of mention lengths reveals (omitted for the sake of brevity) that there indeed
seems to be a difference between mention lengths for non-spurious mentions vs. spurious
FNs. The mean of the lengths for non-spurious mentions is ⇠ 1.39, for spurious FNs it is

⇠ 1.82. Again, a t-test confirmed a statistically highly significant difference between both
means. Therefore, mention length should be included in our feature set.

We test all features used by our classifier as presented in this section and found that each
feature shows different behaviors for spurious mentions vs. spurious FNs. In the following, we
will show to what extent the features are able to recognize and thus counterbalance spurious
FNs.
5.4.2. Adding Additional Features for Spurious Mentions
Based on investigations of the previous section and the findings in Recasens et al. (2013), we
use the following features to detect spurious mentions:
• Confidence of our anaphoricity classifier (Section 3.3)
• Part-of-speech tag of the head token of the mention
• Mention type
• Bare plural feature (Reiter & Frank, 2010)
• Mention length (in token)
• Number
• Gender
• Lemma of the mention’s head
• Quantifiers feature (Recasens et al. , 2013)
• Sentence position (Recasens et al. , 2013)
• Grammatical function of the mention (Recasens et al. , 2013)
• NegQuantified (Recasens et al. , 2013)
• Negated (Recasens et al. , 2013)
Due to time constraints, we add only a subset of additional features from Recasens et al. (2013)
and focus on the features with highest/lowest power of indication for classification.
We experiment with two scenarios to add information about spurious mentions into the overall architecture: in the first setting, we add the features for mentions directly into the system;
in the second setting, we use the features to train a classifier that predicts whether a mention
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Mention type

MUC-F1

B3 -F1

CEAF E -F1

BLANC-F1

CEAF M -F1

CoNLL

Pronoun
Noun
Named Entity

61.53
26.66
58.11

67.42
39.08
46.96

50.00
29.84
31.58

59.87
59.20
53.06

58.33
38.88
39.52

59.65
31.86
45.55

All

56.84

42.44

30.53

54.76

38.73

43.27

Table 17: Performance on the development set when features for spurious mentions are added
directly to the MLN declaration.
is spurious and feed only its output into our system. For both scenarios, we conduct the same
procedure as for feature selection (Section 5.3.1): we learn weights on 500 documents from the
training set and evaluate the results on the development set.
First scenario: directly adding features for mentions. As our first experiment, we directly add each feature for spurious mentions as a separate rule to the list of markov rule
definitions. This scenario leads to a decrease in performance, however (see Table 17 compared
to Table 15 on page 62): the overall CoNLL score decreases by more than eight percentage
points. While the results are relatively stable for pronouns, resolution performance for nouns
and Named Entities decreases drastically across all metrics. The runtime increases substantially due to the overall number of rules in the markov document becoming very large when
features for spurious mentions are added. Thus, a detailed investigation of the causes for this
performance drop is challenging. As the second experiment performs much better, we do not
perform a detailed feature selection process for spurious mentions at this time.
Second scenario: Training a separate classifier.

We experiment with multiple classifiers

using Weka. A J48 decision tree with the default settings turned out to perform best. We
compare the classifier against a simple baseline that just uses the confidence of the AC to
predict whether a mention is spurious. This corresponds to a setting of our system where the
classifier is not used at all. The results are given in table 5.4.2 and indicate that the usage of
additional features helps to predict whether a mention is spurious.
While the overall result shows that there is still room for improvement, especially for pronouns, Recall increases by 18 and Precision by 8.5 percentage points compared to using AC
confidences only.
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Model
All features

Baseline

Mention type

Precision

Recall

F1

Pronoun
Noun
NE
All

68.1
76.3
74.5
71.90

22.9
62.3
49.4
45.3

34.3
68.6
59.4
bf55.6

All

63.4

27.3

41.9

Table 18: Results for detecting spurious mentions with the binary spurious classifier (J48) on
the development set.

2

4

weight w_anaph_spur : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m , Entity e , Boolean b
if mention (m) & spurious_label (m , b ) & cand_ent (m , e )
add [ m_in_e (m ,e )] * w_anaph_spur ( b );

Figure 16: Additional rule for adding external spurious classification result.
The Recall for pronouns is very low. This can be explained by the fact that only 17% of all
pronouns are spurious (cf. Section 5.1.1), causing the classifier to preferably classify pronouns
as non-spurious mentions.
In this setting, we use the spurious classifier just like the AC: that is, we let the spurious
classifier predict a binary class label for each mention as an external knowledge source and
add the class label as a feature to our markov predicates. Subsequently, we add the rule stated
in Figure 16 to our rule definitions.
Adding the spurious classifier yields an increase of CoNLL score of 0.61 percentage points (Table 19) compared to the best setting without the spurious label as a feature (Table 15 on page
62). The feature is particularly beneficial for nouns (+ 0.9%) and Named Entities (+ 0.48%).
All differences are statistically significant ( < 0.05). While the performance gains are rather
small, this can potentially be attributed to the mediocre performance of the classifier for spurious mentions. Nevertheless, a general positive trend is visible.
Because of these generally positive tendencies, adding the features for spurious mentions
themselves to the markov network definition (as tested in the last paragraph) should actually also perform better, thus we assume that the integration of features and investigation of
worthwhile feature combinations needs to be improved.
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Mention type

MUC-F1

B3 -F1

CEAF E -F1

BLANC-F1

CEAF M -F1

CoNLL

Pronoun
Noun
Named Entity

76.04
45.45
63.15

58.54
50.40
57.68

48.6
50.96
50.31

57.52
56.18
57.66

53.74
50.71
52.99

58.89
50.74
56.36

All

62.53

49.01

44.66

58.03

47.08

52.26

Table 19: Performance on the development set when adding the result of a binary classifier for
spurious mentions.
In future work, we plan to incorporate additional features, e.g. the complete feature set from
Recasens et al. (2013) and some selected features from our anaphoricity classifier to increase
classification performance for spurious mentions.
As this setting yields the best results on the development set for system mentions, we use
it for our final evaluation. The detailed results with this feature set and different settings to
judge the influence of errors and noise due to errors of the anaphoricity classifier and the
introduction of system mentions can be found in the next section.
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6. Final Evaluation and Error Analysis
Based on the insights and results from feature tuning described in the previous section, we
evaluate the system using different scenarios to compare it against state-of-the-art systems
in a competitive setting and to perform error analysis focusing on different aspects of the
architecture to facilitate optimizations in future.
The best feature setting.

For our evaluation, we use the system configuration that yielded

the best overall result. We employ the feature set we obtained during feature selection (Table 10 on page 58) and add the narrative chain feature. For evaluating with system mentions
(Section 6.2), we also add the result of the spurious classifier.
Test set.

As we plan to extend and improve the current system in future, we do not perform

all evaluations and error analysis on the test set, in order not to optimize performance on the
test set for later work. We do, however, evaluate our current final setting on the official test set
to be able to compare the system with the performance of participants of the CoNLL Shared
Task (Section 6.3).
Evaluation scenarios.

We perform several different experiments to assess the quality of

single components of our system. For gold and system mentions, we evaluate the following
scenarios:
AC joint This is our official setting, where we perform joint-inference over the results of our
anaphoricity classifier and coreference rules.
Gold anaph Using an oracle that provides correct anaphoricity information from the gold
standard instead of the anaphoricity classifier marks the upper bound of our approach
for gold mentions and helps to judge the general coreference performance and feature
set.
ACpipeline We simulate a pipeline approach that prohibits error correction of the anaphoricity
classifier by using all decisions of the AC as a hard constraint. This setting gives an
insight to losses that would occur without the joint-inference setting.
When evaluating CR performance of system mentions, we perform two additional experiments
in order to determine the current upper bound of our CR architecture and to legitimate the
joint-inference approach:
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AC joint
Prec. Rec.
MUC
B3
CEAF E
CEAF M
BLANC

73.92
58.02
64.91
58.10
62.55

71.38
62.04
63.12
61.81
66.51

CoNLL

F1
72.63
59.96
64.00
59.90
64.47

ACpipeline
Prec. Rec.
F1

Gold anaph
Prec. Rec.
F1

64.27
56.83
59.53
52.39
58.08

75.76
60.81
67.02
59.80
61.33

66.15
59.61
56.41
57.62
62.80

65.53

65.20
58.19
57.93
54.88
60.53
60.44

73.27
65.68
64.13
63.04
61.93

74.63
63.15
65.54
61.38
61.63
67.77

Table 20: Evaluation results on the development set for three settings regarding the integration
of anaphoricity information.
Gold anaph + spur Providing gold standard information for anaphoricity and spurious mentions marks the upper bound of the system.
CR only We remove our predicates and rules that integrate anaphoricity and the handling
of spurious mentions and retain all remaining coreference rules. This reduces our architecture to a simpler version that performs pairwise classifications of mentions with
integrated closest-first clustering. This setting is used to contrast it with our more complex architecture as a simple baseline. The weights are trained – as for all other scenarios
– on 500 training documents.

6.1. Results with Gold Mentions
The results for gold standard mentions are presented in Table 20.
Official setting: Joint-inference over AC and CR (AC joint ). The results correspond to
Table 14 on page 62 and give detailed evaluation results for our best official setting on gold
standard mentions. The high values for CEAF E reward the fact that we work entity-centric
from the beginning.
Comparing the results to the supplementary values for the CoNLL 2012 Shared Task, where
performance with provided gold mentions on the test set is listed15 , we can see that there is
still ample room for improvement.

15 http://conll.cemantix.org/2

12/ [20/06/2013]
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AC joint
Prec. Rec.
MUC
B3
CEAF E
CEAF M
BLANC

63.83
47.39
42.93
47.34
58.08

61.28
50.76
46.54
46.82
57.98

CoNLL

F1
62.53
49.01
44.66
47.08
58.03

Gold anaph
Prec. Rec.
F1

Gold anaph + spur
Prec. Rec.
F1

63.97
49.14
43.07
48.88
60.19

61.12
48.98
49.78
49.32
61.29

52.26

62.11
51.29
48.43
47.02
58.70

63.03
50.19
45.59
47.93
59.44

59.71
52.21
51.57
52.30
60.14

52.94

60.41
50.54
50.66
50.77
60.71
53.87

Table 21: Evaluation results on the development set for system mentions.
Gold anaphoricity. Using gold anaphoricity instead of our AC increases performance which
is to be expected. This means that the performance of the system could be improved by optimizing the integration and better counterbalancing errors of the anaphoricity classifier.
The increase is, however, relatively small with about 2 percentage points. Thus, we are currently not fully able to model the overall coreference aspect sufficiently even when information about anaphoricity is provided. Setting anaphoricity as a hard constraint with given
anaphoricity information (as we did for the ACpipeline setting) does not yield statistically significant performance differences.
Problematic cases of anaphoricity are discussed in the error discussion section.
ACpipeline

If anaphoricity is used in a pipeline setting, where the output of the AC serves

as a hard constraint, performance decreases substantially (about 5%). The large loss for the
entity-based CEAF metric (> 6%) shows that not counterbalancing errors of the anaphoricity
classifier negatively affects the ability to model discourse entities. The general loss also confirms the capability of our joint-inference approach to counterbalance errors of the anaphoricity classifier.

6.2. Results with System Mentions
Table 21 contains the results for system mentions and three scenarios. Scenario ACpipeline is
pictured in Table 22 on page 75.
Official setting: Joint-inference over AC and CR (AC joint )

The results for these scenar-

ios, presented in Table 21, mark our official scores for system mentions on the development
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set and correspond to the results in Table 15 (p. 62). When switching from gold mentions to
system mentions, we observe a performance drop of 13.27% with respect to the overall CoNLL
score. While a loss is expected, state-of-the-art systems that participate in the CoNLL Shared
Task show much more stable results. We interpret this as an indication that we still need to
work on the integration of spurious mentions.
Comparing performance degradation for different evaluation metrics reveals that the entitybased CEAF metric drops almost 20%, while other metrics show a more stable behavior with
losses of 6–12%. Overall, the introduction of spurious entities or the problem of missing mentions seems to harm the ability to correctly model discourse entities. The capability of correcting erroneously predicted spurious mentions with our current joint-inference setting is
investigated in Section 6.4.2.
Gold standard anaphoricity (gold anaph) Providing gold anaphoricity information increases performance, as is to be expected. While the performance gains are statistically significant, they are lower than for the same scenario for gold standard mentions. Thus, erroneous
anaphoricity detection does not seem to be more problematic for system mentions than for
gold mentions.
Gold standard anaphoricity and spurious information (gold anaph + spur) This setting marks the upper bound of our approach with system mentions. The CoNLL score increases by 1.6% compared to the official setting. The highest performance gain, namely 5%,
can be observed for the entity-based CEAF metric. Thus, correctly detecting spurious mentions
seems to facilitate modeling discourse entities. Nevertheless, we would have expected clearer
overall performance increases and the performance difference between the gold anaphoricity
setting for gold mentions and our oracle setting with system mentions is even larger than in
the official (AC joint ) setting. The overall combination of spurious mentions, missing mentions
and correct mentions does not seem to be ideal at this point.
Anaphoricity in a pipeline setting (ACpipeline ) Running anaphoricity detection and CR
in a pipeline setting severely harms performance (left column in Table 22), as the CoNLL score
drops about 6%. The loss is distributed evenly across all metrics and the very low results for
CEAF E of 39.81% reveal again that errors of anaphoricity classification decrease the capability
of modeling discourse entities. This behavior is equivalent to the setting with gold mentions.
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Prec.
MUC
B3
CEAF E
BLANC
CEAF M
CoNLL

57.07
45.39
37.22
60.57
43.96

ACpipeline
Rec.
F1
51.96
40.08
42.79
57.92
42.22

54.40
43.58
39.81
59.22
43.07

pairwise only
Prec. Rec.
F1
68.24
30.01
46.51
56.61
39.50

80.61
70.84
16.57
61.48
39.19

45.93

73.91
42.16
24.43
54.69
39.34
46.83

Table 22: Evaluation results on the development set using system mentions for scenarios
ACpipeline and pairwise only
Using only pairwise CR features. The right column in Table 22 presents results when
removing separate predicates for anaphoricity and spurious mentions. As the high recall for
MUC and B3 shows, this setting leads to long coreference chains. It does, however, fall short at
modeling discourse entities: the recall for CEAF E is below 20%. Although the loss might not
seem to be that drastic as for the pipeline approach at first sight, the relatively high CoNLL
score can mostly be attributed to high scores for MUC, which is not very meaningful. This
experiment shows that – with the current architecture and feature set – we are better able
to model entities in a text with our joint-inference approach for anaphoricity and spurious
mentions than with using only pairwise features.
Summary. Taking into consideration all the results discussed so far, we can see that multiple
aspects of the system should be optimized. First, the interaction of our coreference features
is not yet ideal and needs to be improved and investigated. Second, we need to investigate
the performance loss when transitioning to system mentions: even when we feed perfect
knowledge about anaphoricity and spurious mentions to the system, we are not able to achieve
state-of-the-art performance.
We will look into some of these aspects in the error discussion section.

6.3. Evaluation on the Official CoNLL 2012 Test Set
Table 23 contains the official results of our best setting on the test set of the CoNLL Shared
Task 2012 for English. The best system that participated in the Shared Task (Fernandes et al.
, 2012) achieved a CoNLL score of 63.37% on the same data set. With our result, we would
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Evaluation metric

Prec.

Rec.

F1

MUC
B3
CEAF E
BLANC
CEAFM

62.44
45.24
40.47
59.34
44.49

60.60
45.13
43.70
58.22
44.23

61.51
45.19
42.02
58.63
44.36
49.57

CoNLL

Table 23: Evaluation results on the official CoNLL 2012 test set.
outperform 3 out of 15 systems.
The performance drop from the development set to the test set is somewhat surprising as
most systems reported more stable results (Pradhan et al. , 2012). The loss is evenly distributed
across all metrics. Overall, the numbers show that our system is in general capable of handling
system mentions but that the overall integration needs to be improved substantially in order
to achieve competitive performance.

6.4. Error Analysis
As the experiments in Section 6 revealed, there are still multiple problems that need to be resolved to achieve state-of-the-art performance, especially for system mentions. In order to get
a better understanding of problems with the current architecture, we look at different aspects
of the system in more detail. All of the following experiments are based on the development
set as we do not want to optimize our system on the test set at this point.
6.4.1. Anaphoricity Errors
To determine the effect of erroneous anaphoricity classification, we extract how many misclassified mentions are counterbalanced by our system. As described in Section 5.2.1, the
anaphoricity classifier yields a Precision of 86.9% and a Recall of 87.6%. on gold standard mentions. We want to look at the impact of anaphoricity in isolation, thus we use gold mentions
for this scenario.
Table 24 (p. 78) shows how our joint-inference setting is capable of correcting erroneous
anaphoricity classifications. FN refers to mentions that initiate a new discourse entity but are
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classified as anaphoric by the AC. Conversely, FP comprises mentions that are anaphoric but
classified as discourse-new. The numbers reveal that our system is much better at correcting
the latter case but fails to reliably correct mentions that are classified as anaphoric but should
in fact be discourse-new.
We want to see whether our system tends to favor anaphoric mentions in general – which
could be explained and adjusted by the weights for the anaphoricity rule (Lines 23–26 in Fig.
3). Thus, we investigate Precision and Recall of the entire system for discourse-new mentions.
Again, we define Precision and Recall with respect to the class of mentions that initiate a new
entity, i.e. true positives are mentions that are correctly classified as discourse-new etc.
As Table 25 shows, our entire system does yield a drastic change with respect to anaphoricity
detection. Just like the anaphoricity classifier itself (last line in the Table 25), our system
indeed tends to slightly favor Precision at the cost of Recall. Nevertheless, Recall is good and
the general tendency rather minor.
This means that the overall Recall of discourse-new mentions is actually quite good. However,
for cases where the AC does not correctly identify a discourse-new mention, the system is
unable to correct the error and these mentions are erroneously attached to another discourse
entity.
Erroneous head match. A manual inspection of the data revealed that many mentions that
are not recognized as discourse-new can be attributed to cases where two mentions have the
same head but refer to different discourse entities. For example, the noun phrase “people of
Israel” is erroneously classified as anaphoric and attached to the named entity “Israel” because
of the high weight for the head match feature. In future work, we will try to restrict the head
match rule to directly capture these kinds of errors, where pre-modifiers give hints that two
mentions refer to two different discourse entities.
6.4.2. Effects of System Mentions
As we found out in Section 6.2, the transition to system mentions causes an above-average loss
compared to state-of-the-art CR systems. We investigate in more detail the effect of spurious
and missing mentions and the capability of our system to counterbalance these effects.
Spurious mentions. The results in Section 5.1.1 (page 49) reveal that approximately 1217% of all system mentions are spurious. Taking the results of the separate spurious classifier
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anaphoricity classifier
FN
FP
inferred

corrected
not corrected

47.37%
52.63%

90.24%
9.76%

Table 24: Fraction of anaphoricity errors that are corrected with our joint-inference setting.
FN refers to mentions erroneously classified as anaphoric by the AC, FP to mentions
classified as non-anaphoric. inferred is the final output of our system.

Entire system
Anaphoricity classifier

Precision

Recall

84.67%
86.90%

89.92%
87.60%

Table 25: Comparison of anaphoricity performance of the AC vs. the entire system.
into consideration, 45% of all spurious mentions are detected. Similar to the treatment of
anaphoricity errors above, we investigate how many errors of the spurious classifier are corrected. The results can be found in Table 26: about 30–40% of false positives and false negatives
are corrected within our joint-inference architecture.
To see whether the relatively low number of corrected errors of the spurious classifier is accompanied by the introduction of additional errors, we investigate the overall performance for
detecting spurious mentions in the complete system and contrast it with the spurious classifier.
As Table 27 shows, the overall system tends to predict spurious mentions. The resulting increase in Recall for spurious mentions is accompanied by a loss of 10% for precision. Stronger
coreference features within entities could help to counterbalance this effect. Nevertheless, we
spurious classifier
FN
FP
inferred

corrected
not corrected

39.23%
60.77%

33.34%
66.66%

Table 26: Fraction of spurious errors that are corrected with our joint-inference setting. FN
refers to mentions erroneously classified as non-spurious by the classifier, FP to mentions erroneously classified as spurious. inferred is the final output of our system.
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observe a general capability to correct spurious mentions, despite the relatively few information to filter out mentions as spurious.
Examples for missed spurious mentions. We manually investigated 10 inferred documents in order to determine patterns in the data for erroneous spurious classification. Looking at missed spurious mentions, i.e. mentions that are spurious but are not detected by either
the classifier or the joint-inference setting, we observe strings that repeatedly occur in a document but are not coreferent, such as “year earlier”. This triggers the features that capture
string similarity and is hard to detect by our system.
In addition, some documents in the data set are transcribed speeches, where the speaker is
frequently using personal pronouns, such as “we” or “our” to refer to the audience. These
pronouns are not marked as coreferent in the gold standard and are not detected as spurious
mentions by our system.
Finally, there are issues with mention spans, where mentions are marked as coreferent but
the mention boundaries do not correspond to boundaries in the gold standard.
Examples for overgenerated spurious mentions. One obvious source for mentions that
are erroneously classified as spurious mentions are mentions for which the antecedent is missing in the set of system mentions.
The discourse entity “the town”, for instance, is mentioned three times in a document: twice
with the noun “town” and once with a pronoun. In the set of system mentions, however,
only one of both noun phrase mentions are present. The spurious classifier, as well as the
overall system, thus classifies the remaining noun phrase as spurious as there does not seem
to be a coreferring mention in the document. The remaining pronoun is assigned to another
discourse entity. These kinds of errors are very challenging to resolve as we do not know
which mentions are missing from the system mentions.
In summary, it is challenging to correctly and reliably predict spurious mentions without overgenerating. However, looking at the experiments where we provide information about spurious mentions (Table 21), we can see that even if we could more reliably detect spurious
mentions, overall system performance would not improve that substantially.
Missing mentions.

Another source of error when dealing with system mentions are miss-

ing mentions. As the Recall in Table 5 (p. 51) reveals, about 25% of all mentions from the gold
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Precision

Recall

61.56%
71.90%

65.59%
45.30%

Entire system
Spurious classifier

Table 27: Comparison of spurious classification performance of the classifier vs. the entire
system.
standard are missing from system mentions and can hence not be resolved. For nouns and
pronouns, the results are particularly problematic. Looking at missing mentions revealed that
10.3% of all missing mentions represent the first mention of a discourse entity. Because our
system is designed to use the first mention to establish a new discourse entity, these errors are
very challenging for our system.
Examples for missing mentions.

We manually investigate missing mentions in 10 doc-

uments. In the majority of cases, missing mentions can – just like spurious mentions – be
attributed to wrong spans. For example, “Mickey Mouse’s new home” is a mention in the gold
standard but the set of system mentions only contains “Mickey Mouse” .
Another prominent category are metaphors, especially for Named Entities: in one document,
for instance, “Jerusalem” is often referred to as “the city”, although there are multiple cities
mentioned in the document. The correct meaning can be inferred by the reader from context
but it is hard to detect these cases automatically.
The remaining types of errors are hard to categorize and comprise multiple phenomena: very
long mentions from the gold standard that are modified with multiple modifiers are often not
recognized. Another prevalent problem are dates and similar time expressions: time anchors,
such as “today” that are marked as coreferent with a time stamp of a news article are often not
recognized at all. And finally, a number of missing Named Entities is also noticeable, such as
“ANC”.
Summarizing, the range of different phenomena provoking missing mentions is manifold. The
most problematic cases are missing mentions that initiate a discourse entity.
One possibility to overcome this problem would be adding potential mentions that are missing,
either by running a second mention detection system or by adding Named Entities themselves.
This is, however, not trivial as it also introduces additional noise (i.e. spurious mentions) that
needs to be counterbalanced. Thus, we leave this opportunity for future experiments.
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gold mentions
F1

system mentions
F1

MUC
B3
CEAF E
CEAF M
BLANC

73.71
63.92
66.31
61.29
65.93

+ 1.08
+3.96
+ 2.31
+1.39
+ 1.46

61.72
51.66
49.51
50.36
59.90

-0.81
+ 2.65
+4.85
+3.28
+1.87

CoNLL

67.98

+2.45

54.30

+ 2.04

Table 28: Evaluation results when removing split files from the development set.
represent performance differences to the scenario where all files are used.

values

6.4.3. The Effect of Split Files
Some very large files in the provided data set for the CoNLL Shared Task have been split in
order to enhance manual annotation (Pradhan et al. , 2012: p. 12). This artificially creates
discourse-new mentions for each new mention in a new data split, even if the entity occurs
in one of the previous sections. As we rely on anaphoricity detection to establish discourse
entities, this is detrimental to our system. In addition, the classifier for spurious mentions
might be confused by the artificial noise that is introduced by splitting files.
To estimate the effect this has on our general performance, we test our best scenario on the
development set with gold and system mentions omitting split files. The results can be found in
Table 28 for gold and system mentions on the development set. We also give the performance
difference relative to the AC joint setting in Tables 20 and 21.
The results clearly show that omitting split files increases performance. The performance
increase is clearly visible at around 2% but split files do not seem to be the primary cause for
the overall mediocre performance. It is interesting, however, that CEAF E increases by almost
5% for system mentions. Nevertheless, the performance stays at a relatively low level.

6.5. Future Work
As the analysis in this section revealed, our current system delivers reasonable performance
with a complex architecture but is not yet capable of obtaining competitive state-of-the-art
performance. This is especially evident when looking at the results on the official test set,
where our system would rank 12 out of 15.
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We investigated multiple aspects of our complete architecture in detail in Section 6.4.
Coreference features. For all settings, i.e. when using gold mentions and system mentions,
there is a need to better capture overall coreference phenomena, either by looking at more
promising feature combinations while focusing on reliable indicators for coreference or by
adding additional features that capture certain aspects of CR and reduce noise introduced by
too general features. In a global setting, investigating the set of rules and weights that are
responsible for the overall produced system output is challenging. Thus, we plan on starting
investigations with manually set rule weights and constraints for a small number of features
and gradually add new coreference features to obtain a more stable setting.
Integration of spurious mentions.

Our results on system mentions show that there is

still ample room for improvement. While we are able to correctly recognize a fraction of
spurious mentions using the results of a classifier for spurious mentions and joint-inference,
the overall Recall is limited and focusing on higher Recall degrades Precision, leading to an
overgeneration of mentions classified as spurious. The result of the spurious classifier is the
only source of information available to the overall system that helps to decide whether a
mention is spurious or not.
In future work, we plan on extending the feature set for spurious mentions and adding features
directly to the set of MLN declarations.
Missing mentions. Mentions that do not occur in the set of system mentions are challenging, as there is no possibility to recover from this phenomenon without adding mentions from
another source. In future experiments, we want to carefully add mentions from either a second
Mention Detection system or directly add Named Entities, for instance. We thereby will have
to face the challenge of additional noise due to spurious mentions.
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7. Summary and Conclusion
In this work, we presented an overview of state-of-the-art techniques and architectures for
Coreference Resolution and implemented, evaluated and analyzed an architecture based on
knowledge about previous attempts (Section 2).
We showed the need for advanced methods that employ joint-inference for Coreference Resolution as a complex discourse phenomenon and combine multiple sources for information to
solve this discourse-dependent task.
Our general architecture is based on joint-inference over anaphoricity classification and pairwise coreference features that are efficiently combined to model entity-level features by integrating all pairwise decisions into a global model. We show the general architecture, necessary
constraints for combining information jointly and limitations of the base system in Section 3.
The system performs inherent best-first clustering and – in contrast to Denis & Baldridge
(2009) – does not have to explicitly enforce consistency constraints.
We extend our architecture to account for system mentions and implement and asses a variety
of special coreference features and employ extensive feature selection experiments. In addition, we try to counterbalance the effect of spurious mentions when transitioning to system
mentions and aim at incorporating additional world knowledge provided by narrative event
chains (Section 4).
We extensively optimize and experiment with several strategies for all different components
to derive the optimal feature set and achieve best performance (Section 5).
Finally, we evaluate our system on the development set of the ConLL Shared Task. We use
multiple different scenarios that provide different granularities of gold information to gain
an insight into problems with integrating anaphoricity and system mentions and to achieve
results for a upper bound (Section 6).
The official setting is also evaluated on the English portion of the CoNLL Test Set and reveals
that our system would rank 12 out of 15 on system mentions compared to all participants
(Section 6.3).
We provide a detailed look at errors and effects anaphoricity, spurious mentions, missing mentions and split files to get insights for future development (Section 6.4).
In future experiments, we plan to optimize the performance of coreference features, improve
the integration of spurious mentions and investigate possibilities to add mentions in order to
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counterbalance the effect of missing mentions.
Overall, we think that the current architecture delivers promising first results that justify further investigations in future. We think that coreference resolution, being a phenomenon that
is represented in multiple layers of discourse to achieve coherence should be tackled with a
joint-inference approach that is capable of combining different information robustly and elegantly.
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A. Source Code and Files
The core of our system is a data processing architecture written in Java that handles OntoNotes/CoNLL data and creates files with all predicate definitions employed for all our experiments.
The source code of the system is freely available and extendable at the following URL:
https://bitbucket.org/noctua/jimcr
The code can be checked out via the Mercurial version control system16 with the command
hg clone https://bitbucket.org/noctua/jimcr.

16 URL:

http://mercurial.selenic.com/ [20/06/2013]

I

B. Rule File and Weights
For illustration purposes, we provide our rule and predicate declarations here, as well as
weights obtained during training. All declarations are stated in the syntax employed by
thebeast.17

Rule and predicate definitions
Below, you can find the predicate and rule declaration file of our final, official setting for
system mentions using the full feature set and the result of a classifier for spurious mentions
(Section 5.4.2). Rules with an identical rule schema are omitted.
2

/* Predicate definitions */
predicate mention : Mention ;
predicate entity : Entity ;

4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22

predicate mtype : Mention x MentionType ;
predicate disc_new_bin : Mention x Boolean ;
predicate feature : Mention x Mention x Boolean ;
// ...
// predicate declarations for each feature
// ...
predicate cand_ent : Mention x Entity ;
predicate m_in_e : Mention x Entity ;
predicate singleton_m_e : Mention x Entity ;
/* definition of observed / hidden predicates */
observed : mention , feature , cand_ent , disc_new_bin ;
hidden : m_in_e , singleton_m_e ;
/*
Global
/* assign a
factor : for
factor : for

constraints
*/
mention to exactly one entity or spurious entity */
Mention m if mention (m ) : | Entity e: m_in_e (m ,e) || singleton_m_e (m ,e) | >=1;
Mention m if mention (m ) : | Entity e: m_in_e (m ,e) || singleton_m_e (m , esp ) | <=1;

24
26
28

/* assign more than one mention to discourse entities */
factor : for Entity e , Mention m if m_in_e (m ,e ) : Mention m2 : m_in_e (m2 ,e) | >1;
/* assign <= 1 mention to spurious entities */
factor : for Entity esp : | Mention m: singleton_m_e (m , esp ) | <=1;

30
32
34
36
38
40

/*
Rule definitions
*/
weight w_anaph : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m , Entity e , Boolean b
if mention ( m ) & disc_new_bin (m , b ) & cand_ent (m ,e) add [ m_in_e (m ,e )]

* w_anaph (b );

weight w_anaph_spur : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m , Entity e , Boolean b
if mention ( m ) & disc_new_bin (m , b ) & cand_ent (m ,e) add [ singleton_m_e (m ,e )]

* w_anaph_spur (b );

weight w_spur_prior : Double ;
factor : for Mention m , Entity e if mention (m ) add [ singleton_m_e (m ,e )] * w_spur_prior ;

42
44
46
48

weight w_spur_feat : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m , Entity e , Boolean v if spur_label (m ,v) add [ singleton_m_e (m ,e )] * w_spur_feat (v );
weight w_comb_agree : Boolean x MentionType -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Boolean v , MentionType t
if fe_numagreement ( m1 , m2 , v ) & fe_genderagreement (m1 ,m2 ,v) & m_in_e (m1 ,e) & mtype (m2 ,t)
add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_comb_agree (v );

50
// same rule schema for w_animacy
52
54

weight w_antonyms : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Boolean v

17 The

syntax is defined in the manual for thebeast which can be found at https://code.google.com/p/
thebeast/wiki/Documentation.

II

if fe_antonyms ( m1 , m2 , v ) & m_in_e ( m1 , e ) add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_antonyms (v );
56
// same rule schema for w_synonyms
58
60

weight w_sem_agree : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Boolean v
if fe_sem_agree ( m1 , m2 , v ) & m_in_e ( m1 , e ) add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_sem_agree (v );

62
64

weight w_headmatch : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Boolean v
if fe_headmatch ( m1 , m2 , v ) & m_in_e ( m1 , e ) add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_headmatch (v );

66
68
70

// same rule schema for w_stringmatch
// same rule schema for w_pronmatch

72

weight w_overlap : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Boolean v
if fe_overlap ( m1 , m2 , v ) & m_in_e ( m1 , e ) add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_overlap (v );

74

// same rule schema for w_bothobjects , w_bothsubjects , w_pronconstrviolation , w_possprn , w_itdist

76

weight w_semanticdistance : Int -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Int i
if mention ( m1 ) & mention ( m2 ) & fe_semanticdistance (m1 ,m2 ,i) & m_in_e (m1 ,e)
add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_semanticdistance (i );

78
80
82

weight w_alias : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Boolean v
if fe_alias ( m1 , m2 , v ) & m_in_e ( m1 , e ) add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_alias (v );

84
// same rule schema for w_reflmatch , w_verbagree , w_contrasubjobj , w_negsubjobjlocal & w_semclassprn
86
88
90
92
94

weight w_sentencedistance : Int -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Int i
if mention ( m1 ) & mention ( m2 ) & fe_sentencedistance (m1 ,m2 ,i) & m_in_e (m1 ,e)
add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_sentencedistance (i) * double (i );
weight w_nearest_ag : MentionType -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , MentionType t
if mention ( m1 ) & mention ( m2 ) & m_nearest_agreement (m2 , m1 ) & m_in_e (m1 ,e)
add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_nearest_ag (t );

96
98

weight w_narrchains : Boolean -> Double ;
factor : for Mention m1 , Mention m2 , Entity e , Boolean v
if fe_sameNarrCh ( m1 , m2 , v ) & m_in_e ( m1 , e ) add [ m_in_e (m2 ,e )] * w_narrchains (v );

Rule weights
The table below lists all rule weights used for evaluation on system mentions, trained on 500
randonmly sampled documents from the official training set. The weights correspond to the
rules defined above.
w_anaph

w_stringmatch
9.17
-0.761

true

true
false

2.68
-1.928

true

w_spur_prior
w_sentencedistance

-0.1002
-0.0145

w_overlap

true
false

w_anaph_spur

w_pronmatch

true

w_comb_agree
false PRON
false NE

2.846395

0.821

-0.697989

w_nearest_ag
-1.73618
-0.71617

PRON
NE

III

0.25791
0.00913

false NOUN

-0.971934

NOUN

-0.679742

true

-0.259

true

0.196

true

-1.2527

true

1.919445

true

0.8103
0.69201
0.42134
0.1972
-1.166
-1.049

true

-1.296515

true

-0.83993

true

w_animacy
false

w_pronconstrviolation

w_antonyms
true

1.034225

w_alias
true

0.837

w_reflmatch
true

2.932413

w_verbagree

w_negsubjobjlocal
true

-0.608428

w_semclassprn

w_contrasubjobj
true

0.897274

w_itdist

w_semanticdistance
1
2
3
4
5
6

0.29104

w_possprn

w_headmatch
true

0.228412

w_bothsubjects

w_sem_agree
false

-0.937040

w_bothobjects

w_synonyms
true

0.0618

0.660918

w_narrChain

IV

1.4203
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